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amended by the people In accordance
witn the lei in, ot the uoiUmeul itself,
and no group ot men, hoevc.r honoi-aoi- e
el mg.i liiihucd, can u.-- p tins
power uiiiiuut
lw lu.iua-.i.o.pi.i.i.ie, ui oui goverau.ci.L.
xi .ta3 Uutrf feugseiid
mat luu
i.Oue y mo sia.i, can .apse lorou.o
l.uo-usund lull Cullgl'cM .a JuiiU.K
... ii3uiv iig me uu.iitiiny ui liiu state
i tne fcta.u .als to itia&u proper aou
v
oi ll.
line tills uc.l .llu llaS Oeeil
.ni tameo. in ttie pretuimed iiueiol of
tne piup.t, it .a u iiitoiuious und as
uuiigeious uii ussauit a, nas ever been
illume on our cOiul.lUlioi,ui loi lu "l
government, luu people of toe statu
v.un act
inoie prouiplUKis iiua
tnu people oi tile nation, ana It t.ley
tail lo act n inuat oe uiuuiueu i.ial
tne people uf llio stale plelur inaction.
The real purpose that lliose hate in
view who complain of thu inaol.ou if
.lie stale, 1, nut more strict regulat.on
ot corporations, but the rclitl oi
iroiu slate regu.al.ou.
Xne Demociaiiu parly later the
lu.l
of Uio pjAtcM oil l.ic government fur the protect. ou of the
riguis of the people tacli government to act williin its constitut.onai
spiiuru. uur plallorni uuiuuuu mat
teueiai legislation be added to. uH
suostitutud for, state legislation.
'i'nu predatory
corporations
have
taken ad vau tago of Uie dual character of our government and have tried
le hid behind slate rights when prosecuted in the federal courts, and behind the iuterstale commerce clause
of the constitution when prosecuted in
Uie stale courts.
There is no twilight gone between
the nation and the stats iu which the
exploiting interest, can lake refuge
m
from both. There
no neutral
ground where, beyond the Jurisdiction
of either sovereignly, the plunderers
oi the public can find a aafe retreat.
As long as a corporation confines Its
activities to the stale in which it was
created il is subject to Blate regulation
only; but a, soon as it invades inter-sta- le
commerce it becomes amenable
lo federal laws as well as to the laws
of the stale which created it and the
law, of the states in which it does
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strict can these laws be? Just
suicl a, may be necessary for the
protection nl the public.
Uur platform outlines the regulaHow

ao

tion deemed necessary, and the regulation Is specifically set forth lu order
that our opponents may not be able
lo scare the publ.o by predicting hurtful legislation. Uur p.atform, uuiike
the Republican platform, says what 't
means and means only what It says,
A distinction Is drawn between the
ruiiroad, and other ooriioraiioa. The
iadrouU, belug a
corpora
Uon and, as such, being permitted U
exercise a part of the sovereignty of
the slate, is suoject to regulation at
the bauds of both the nation and the
state, but this regulation is intended,
nut to cripple the railroads hut to
increase their efficiency. The peop.e
at large are a, much Interested as the
stockholders are In the successful op
eration of the railroads. Their own
pecuniary Interests as well as their
sense of Justice would restrain them
from doing anything that wou'd im
pair the road or reduce its efficiency
The traveling public is vitally Inter
esled in the payment of wagcj suftl
cient to command the most intelligent
service, for life aa well as property
Is in the hands of those who operate
the trains, guard the switches and
keep the track in repair.
The Democratic party wojld distinguish between those la h ud owners, directors and managers who,
their obligation to the public,
earn their salaries by const, lenliojs
devotion to the work entruited to
them, and those unscrupulous "Na
poleons of finance" who use railroads
aa mere pawns in a great gambling
game without regard to the rights of
employe, or to the interestj of 'ho
patrons. It is in the Interest of lion
est railroading and legitlr.iati Invent
ment that the Democratic party seeks
to ascertain the present value jf the
railroad properties and to pvvn' fcr
the future the watering of itte't and
the issue of fictitious capitalization;
and It la ill the Interest of both the
railroads and the public that it seeks
only such reductions in transportation rates as can be" made without
wage reduction, without
deteriora
tion In the service and without ,n
Justice to legitimate investments. T"0
Democratic parly insist, that in the
matter of regulation of raiiroaJd both
the state governments and the federal
government shall act up to, and yet
within, their powers; for nothing else
will restore the confidence and gO'l
will that oURht to exist between the
railroads and the people. In dealing
with manufacturing and trading corporations the Democratic party draws
a distinction between thane corporations and they constitute the great
majority of ail the manufacturing and
trading corporations which are engaged in a legitimate effort to supply
what the consumers need, and the
very few corporations which are seek
ing by conscienceless methods to take
advantage of the public on the one
hand, while on the other hand th y
bankrupt competitors, oppress th"
producers of raw materials and deal
arbitrarily with their employes. it
endeavors to protect the Innocent corporations by vls'tlng punishment upon
those corporations which are guilty of
Infractions of the moral and the statute law. Here, too, our platform Is
specific and no one can use Its lan- guagA to frighten any business rain
whose transactions are fair an l whoso
Income la honestly earned.
blic

FIRE THROUGHOUf

THEJRGHT
Heroic Work of Northern Citi-

zens Saved Numerous
Towns and Villages
From Flames.

M7MREH

the name of the child to w hich it belongs. The judges will meet at 2
o'clock and a committee will distribute the prises when the decisions are
announced. Prises have been offered
ranging from ti to fifty cents. First
prise will be for the best bouquet ot
mixed flowers and second prize for
the best bouquet of any single variety.
Similar prises are offered for the
best child's flower garden, and the
committee will visit the gardens between Thursday morning and Friday
night. Children Intending to compete He
should notify their teachers in school
so that all gardens may be visited.
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Stayed In tho Air Fifty-seve- n
Minutes and Circled
Parade Grounds Many
Times.

WASHINGTON PltLMAJiV ClAXSli.
Spokane, Sept . The reports of
yesterday's primary election indicate
the selection of Congressman Wesley
L. Jones as the Republican nominee
for senator in place ot Levi Ankeny.
A count of second choice votes 1
expected to be necessary to decide AVERAGE SPEED
whether Albert E. Mead is renominat
EORJAND MARAIS ed for governor or superseded by
THIRTY-EIGHT
Henry McBrlde or S. O. Cosgrove to
lead the Republican ticket. For gov
Passengers on Last Boat Out Re- ernor on the Democratic ticket Patti- son is leading. The race between
port the Village Hemmed In and
and Goodman for senator Is He Practically Doubled
close.
Record

rescuers

sr

Cot-terh- lll

lis Dlstruction Is Anticipated
"Puluth Takes Care
of Sufferers.

Duluth, Sept. . It was a night of
on the range and one of deep
anxiety for Duluth, which was threatened for a time with total destruction by lire and saved only by the
wind dying down. The flamea raged
throughout the surrounding country
all night and the glare could be seen
for miles in every direction, while
thick clouds of black smoke overhung
the city. The flames last night threatened a half dozen of the larger towns
on tho range but ail were saved.
More than a thousand residents of
lilbbing fought thu flames all night
and this morning report, from that
town are that it is safe. A fire engine was held in readiness here, loaded on a flat car, to be rushed to lilbbing whenever called for, but it was
not needed. Keslduiita uf the town
fought back the flames from the edges
of the towasite aud saved It after an
all night vigil.
liovcy had as hard a fight as nibbing and was aided by residents ot
Colerains, the two combined forces
triumphing over the fire. At Aurora,
Nashwauk, Bull, Wrenshall and in sev
eral smaller villages like conditions
obtained
but the continual battle
agaiat fire waged by the resident of
those places all night gained the vlo-toand the towns were saved. This
morning the' wind is dying down- and
the fires appear to be gradually burning themselves out.
The most dramatic incidents of the
entire fire promise to develop around
Grand Marais. The steamer Gopher
and a United stales gunboat, carrying
fifty naval milit.a, left last night for
Grand Marais to rescue settlers along
the north shore. The village is entirely cut off from means of communication and it will be twenty-fohours at least before anything is
heard from the rescuers. Passengers
on the last boat reported that the
flames were rushing toward the lake
and gradually hemm ng In the 800 Inhabitants of Grand Marais, mostly
fishermen and Indiana, aad the settlers along the shore.
The Duluth relief fund has passed
the IJ0.UUU mark and all immediate
needs of the sufferers have been met.
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ME LADIES

PLAN

.

"IAG OAK"

HERE

Thry Will Give a Dunce for Charity
and Try Mow hciifiuo to
8o-cu- re

I'und.-i- .

The ladies of tho
llenevolerit society are already work- ng industriously on arrangements tor
tiie charity ball and tag day which
the society expect, to give September
'it), the second day ot the Sixteenth
National Irrigation congress. The ball
will bo given at Elks' hall and prom- .s to be a very delightful affair.
The music will be the very best to be
had in the city and an elaborate program of musical and literary numbers
wl!.1 be rendered
during the dance.
The tagging of persons for moncy
they give to charity will be tried by
the ladies of the society In Albuqllcr
que for the first time. This Is a novelty and is usually the source of much
merriment as well aa good.
Non-Sectari-
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TO

AWARD
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to have a second attempt made to
WHEN ARE REPUBLICAN d.tch Andrews and trade him for BRYAN
Democratic votes.
The people have not forgotten that
Andrews brought to this county alone
SE
PRIMARIES
H60.0UO In 'appropriations from one!
ABOUT
STATE
session of Congreas and they are de- to
termlned
him, if the votes
ef this county can do It.
CALLED?
It is quite apparent that Gillenwater is under the thumb of the Jour
which has already announce. l that it ii annonlntir Anrireu-County
of
This
Republicans
However, it is high time that Mr. Trie Peerless One Is Big At- uiuenwaier awaaen to me iact tnai
ne is incidentally cnairman or a com
traction With Dtmocracy
Getting Tired of the Petty
mittee pledged to get out the AnAssembled at Peoria
drews vote and from the talk which
Scheming of Gtllen-wate- r
eminates from the rank and file of
the party, it is time for that commitand Crowd.
tee to begin Its work.
The star chamber sessions, which
Gillenwater and his Journal-Democrfriends, have been holding on given
HO WORK FOR ANDREWS
the matter of controlling the county
offices has amounted to nothing exUPON HIS ARRIVAL
cept to eaue a slump in Gillenwater
BY NEW ORGANIZATION
political stock, which has always
been quoted considerable below par.
Mr. Gillenwater should remember
that he Is on trial bofore the Repub- b Met at Station by Big Crowd
FraCounty
Politics
and
Peanut
licans of this county at this time. His
appearance was as ar.d Escorted to His Hotsl-Ma- de
only political
e
Would-bKeeps
of
Slate
ming
chairman of the city committee and
Talks at Nearly Every S
his record In that capacity can stand
Bosses Busy. Forget That
considerable improvement.
on the Way From
The party now stands united and it
People Expect Them to
will remain so, If fair play Instead of
bigotry and bosslsm Is permitted to
Get Out Andrews Vole.
nrxvnil. The sentiment amonar the
Peoria, 111., Sept. . Leaving Chl- Republican voters of the county ap- pears to be solidly for Andrews and vagu una morning wuuam j. uryan
Tha Republicans of Bernalillo counof fair and open primaries arrivea ai Peoria at noon, accompaa-a- t
ty are becoming restless under the in favor
y
number of delegates to the
early date. Hence the delay 'u
an
prevailed
since and the schemlne of a few would-b- e
inaction which has
Democratic conveiitioii.
is
which
crecounty
committee was
the new
bosses, can alone be held to blame nieeiing here today, lie was met at
ated.'
If the party Is not united t the polls the station by a large crowd, in the
There appears to be a well founded this fall.
crowd being Democratic leaders of
rumor that two or three men, notably
tile stale, including Adlal E. Stevenson, Democratic candidate tor govW. H. Gillenwater, the county chairernor,
man, and the men who control the TAKE TESTIMONY
Journal-Democra- t,
ere figuring on a
Tho Journey from the station to the
elate for county offices and not figurhotel was a continuous ovation and
ing on much of anything else.
IN CONIEMPI CASE uryan was forced to make a brief
In fact it is Quite apparent that no
speech from the balcony. Later he
work U being done for the Republiaddressed a great meeting on "The
can delegate to Congress despite tne I ,alro I'cwlors Answer
State and tno Nation." He said:
Ask
and
for
fact that the new organization, when
The success of our system ot govTrial by Jery
Andrews signed the somewhat notoriernment rests upon the caretui obous letter endorsing their delegates t
servance of the constitutional divis.un
Washington, Sept. 9. In the case of power between the state and tne
the recent primaries, pledged itself to
support him loyally and honestly.
contempt
proceedings against nation. A number of expressions have
of the
The Republicans
of this county, Samuel Gompers, John Mitchell and been coined to descr.be the relatiooa
particularly those who are avowed Prank Morrison, of the American existing between the federal governcandidates for county office, are be Federation ,of Labor, In connection ment and the several subdivisions, but
ooming restless and many inquiries witn the Buck Stove and Range com- no one has been more felicitous In
are being heard as to when the coun- pany, today Judge Gould, of the dis- definition than Jefferaon or more acty chairman expects to call the pri trict supreme court, decided to ap- curate in drawing lines of deui&rka-Uomaries and Whether he Intends to see point an examiner to take the testiHe presented the Historic
that all are given a square deal or mony and William Herbert Smith was
of the Democratic party whin
up
seeking
is
a designated to perform that service. he declared himself in iavor of "the
to frame
wiiether he
slate with himself as county boss.
Thirty days was given each s4de for support of the state governments la
' Tli? .fnnty chairman and several top p!rp;f"e of tsk'jf rttjvnw,
All their rights as the moat competent
caucusing
of his associates have ben
The answer of Gompers' Mitchell administrations tor our domestic conrequires
for some days and it
little and Morrison to the contempt probulwarks agaiust
imagination to guess what they are ceedings was filed this morning. The cerns and the surest
tendencies,"
"the
apparent
caucusing about, it is quite
answer requests a jury trial In case preservation of the general and
governthat if they taa form a ring and by the explanations offered for the pub- ment In its whole
vigor,
constitutional
delaying the primaries until the last lication by the defendant In the ofanchor of our safety at
minute, force their slate upon the ficial organ of the American Federa- as the sheet
homo and peace abroad." The Demparty, they intend to do it.
tion of Iabor in disregard of the ocratic pialform, adopted at Denver,
But the most significant part of the court's injunction
enjoining
them quotes the language of Jefferson and
present situation,
is the apparent from continuing the boycott of the
ueclares that it expresses the party a
readiness of a large majority of the ftove company, do not satisfy the position
at this time.
Republicans
to rebel against any court.
it would be almost as difficult to
euch star chamber sessions and it 1
repubmaintain a free,
quite apparent that it an attempt is
lic over a large area and with a large
made by the county chairman and his BURGLARS SHOOT
population without state governments
crowd to work an open and shut
as it would be to maintain such a regame at the primaries, there will be
without a general government.
things doing in Bernalillo county poll,
POLICE CAPTAIN public
The interests of the different parts of
tics.
the country are so varied, and the
The Republicans are well aware
matters requiring lcgis.at.ve atten
that Andrews is being entirely neg- Sltootiiur on I.oh A ii proles Street This tion
so numerous, that it would be
lected by the new county organizaMorning .May Hcfeiilt lit One
Impossible to have all of the work
tion. Nothing whatever, has yet been
done at the national capltol. One has
Death.
done towards assuring the big maonly to examine the bills Introduced
jority which Is rightfully his in this
Los Angeles. Sept. 9 In a des- in each Congress, and then add to the
county and there are loud murmur-Ing- s
bills introduced at the
heard at the way in which Gi- perate shooting affray with two bur- number thesessions
of each ot the
llenwater and his crowd are disregard-la- glars at Ninth and Grand avenue, at legislative
forty-si- x
to
realize that It
slates,
their pledge to the Republican 10 o'clock today. Captain Walter
Auhle of the city police, was shot would be beyond the power of any
candidate fur delegate to Congress.
The Democrats have perfected their three times and probably fatally body of men to legislate intelligently
organization In the county and are wounded. One of the two alleged on the mutlllude of questions that re
now sitting back, waiting patiently to burglars, Fred Horning, a chauffeur, quire consideration.
Not only would national legislators
e how many different things Gillen- was locked up, but the man who did
water intends to hand out to the Re- thrt shooting. Carl Sutherland, a lack the time necessary for Inveatigapublican party.
waiter, escaped. Auble was at one lion, and therefore lack the information necessary to wise decision, but
It is quite apparent that if Glllen-wat- time chief ot police.
the Indifference of representatives In
and his crowd do not get onto
one part of the country to local mattha Andrews band wagon pretty soon
ters in other parts of the country
and show that they are going to sup- RIVAL DELEGATIONS
port him sincerely and honestly, that
would invite the abuse of powir.
Then, too, the seat of government
they will lind themselves In all kinds
HAY CAUSE SPLIT would be so far from the great maof trouble
jority of the voters as to prevent that
Incidentally, it la also plain that
scrutiny of public conduct which la
if Gillenwater does not indicate pretty
soon that he is going to call the
futtcrwHi and Spocr ruction Promise essential to clean and honest governearly and give every one an
ment. The union of the separate
l Disrupt Colorado Democracy.
equal chance, there are going to be
states under a federal government ofa number of political brick bats cast
Pueblo, Sept.
It vl'x a nAlrli. t I fers the only plan that fan adapt It. !
u.irciiun oi me county orga- - o'clock when the Democratic state self to lndef.nite extension.
nlzat.i.n und there will be more dis- - convention reassembled today
our constitution expressly reserves
Two
cord in the party than there ever was reports from the Denver content were to the tittles and to the people represented from the committee on cre-- i spectively ail powers not delegated to
here has been so much talk about, .l. ntlais.
A majority
favored seat-goo- d the federal government, and only by
government, fair primaries. etc.,lng the Speer-Hughdelegation. A respecting this division of power can
and etc.. that the Republicans of the, m nority report, signed by thirteen we hope to keep the government with,
county are determined to give the counties, favored seating both
in the reach ot the people and rewho preached the sermons, a jr.t.ons with a half vote for each sponsive to the will of the people,
ciiain ! io practice some or their de feat on and tha appointment of a lieeause in all disputes as to the relateachings and it is quite plain that committee consisting of Speer.
tive spheres of the nation and the
nothing else will go.
Hewitt. Keating. Bailey and states the final decision rests with the
It is not yet forgotten that two Milliard, to organize
In federal courts, the tendency Is riatur-ail- y
years ai;u some of the ame men who Denver an 1 In case of Democracy
toward centralization, and greater
its
to
failure
are now trying to engineer the coun- agree upon a plan that Chief Justice care is required to preserve
the
ty slate, traded the Republican dele- Steele be empowered to
rights of the states than to
settle all difgate- for Congr;-In
return for ferences.
The committee
recom- malntri n the authority of the general
enough Democratic votes to save mended seating Vigil and Seldom-ridg- government.
them.-elve- s
from defeat.
the delegations
In recent years another force has
ii tli.it is attempted again this year, from I .as Animas an,j Kl respectively
Paso court been exerting an Increasing Influence
there will be more political bloodshed t e. The motion was
carried declar- In extending the authority of the centhan there ever was and the new or- ing
Kl Paso and Las Animas dele- tral government.
I refer to the great
ganization win find Itself long on gatestheentitled
to seats.
corporations. They prefer the federal
bosses and particularly short on ReSenator Clayton made the first courts to the state courts, and employ
publican votes.
speech of the minority report of the every possible devlee to drag litigants
it requires but very little talking Denver contest,
pleading for a cm- - before United States Judges. Thev also
am.-iiL- '
the Itcpul,., :lna n tnIs coun- promise. Former Governor
C.
S. prefer
congressional
regulation to
ty to uncertain that the dinky secret Thomas opened
the debate in favor state regulation and those Interested
aide show which Gillenwater and the of the adoption of
a minority report. In large corporations ha
for years
Journal-Democra- t
pang has been run- Former
States Senator Teller been seeking federal incorporation.
ning for some we ks now, is becom- followed United
Thomas In sup The Democratic party will resist every
ing a little tiresome. The voters are port of theGovernor
minority report. He said attempt to obliterate
state lines,
of the opinion that a square deal and inai me Dest test or party regularity
whether the attempt la vnade through
not a sl.ite is what they want, and vi.i in uueynig trie
decisions or me legislation or through Judicial Inter
they are determined to have It
party conventions.
pretation.
Amendment of the orBut no matter what may be done
At i:i tne convention took a
ganic law by Judicial Interpretation
mu city and county are In no mood ,or thu vote on tha credential, report, government; our
constitution can he

Fair
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WAITKK ni'HNED TO DEATH.
Philadelphia, fiept 9. Thomas
a waller, was burned to death
In bed, two women were seriously
burned and several others more or
less injured In a fire that destroyed
the men's and women's buildings of
the Philadelphia Cricket club at
Chestnut Hill, a suburb, this morning.
The women saved
by
themselves
dropping from windows thirty feet to
the ground. The fire caused damage
estimated at $50,000.
HEIR TO FORTUNE

GETS SEVEN

PROPOSALS

News of Her Good Fortune Does Not
Turn Head of Albuquerque
Bundle Wrapper.

MILES

the Official
Established Last Week
In France and Could Have
Remained In Air Much
' Longer. He Says.

Waslagton, D. C. Sept. 9. Another
record breaking aeroplane flight was
made by Orvllle Wright at Fort Myer
today. He rose easily In the air and
traveled with perfect control. He circled above the parade grounds (9
times, and was in the air 67 minntee
and SI seconds, with a speed approximating it or SS miles an hour. Thu
smashes all previous aereplane record a
By his wonderful Bight at Fort
Myer today. Orvllle Wright practically
doubled the best official record ever
made .by a heavler-than-a- lr
machine.
It was only last Sunday that Leon
Delagrange, president of the Aviation
club ot France, established a new
world's record by remaining In the
ir i minutes and 54 minutes. Tha
maximum height reached by Wright
today was 169 feet Wright said that
he would have remained In the air a
full hour had he realized that he waa
so close to establishing a record of aa
hour's flight.

That good luck comes to some people iu bunches is proven by the case
of Miss Flossie M. Davis, the little
bundle wrapper . at the Economist
dry goods store, who has Just been
left 140,000 by a rich uncle. Miss
Davis
a letter from her slater last Friday telling of her good fortune. Yesterday the news leaked Out
and became public This morning WELLS OENIES STORY
Miss Da via received seven preposals
to

marry.

When seen by a Citizen reporter at
1;1 tnU. aftcjOon..tMlas Da via was
sitting at her dealt very tnuch composed, though there were several masculine clerks In the store who could
not remove their eyes from the bun-di- e
counter. Mia, Davis. Js IV years
old and has lived In Albuquerque since
a year ago last December. For awhile
sue and her friend, , Miss Johnson,
clerked In the Fifteeu-C'ei- it
store on
Gold avenue. Misa,Johnaon and Miss
Davis do light housekeeping in a tent
on North Seventh street, and say that
they get along very well without any
men folks around the house.
When asked it she had had any
proposals Miss Davis said: "About halt
a dozen."
When asked if she would consider
any more she smilingly said that she
would "there wits always room for
one more." When asked what she was going to
do she said that she supposed that she
would keep on working. "There Is
no place to loaf around this town
and I wouldn t know what to do if I
wasn't busy.-want to stay here during the winter, anyway. 1 am here
for my health, you know.
"While I knew I was my uncle's
favorite, I had not expected to receive so much money from him. He
used to live at our home at Jackson,
Ky., and when I was 6 years old he
used to play with me a great deal and
take me around. He left Jackson
and when we last heard from him,
which was several years ago, he was
In Florida. We did not know he had
so much money."
MLss Davis has a mc'.her and two
sisters living at Jackson. Her father
died at Jackson when she was a small
girl, leaving the family quite well off.
When she came here for her health
she found that the time passed more
pleasantly when she was working. She
said that she supposed that she would
have to wait until she was 21 years
Did before she could get her money.
ami when her many suitors learn this
Miss
their ai'dcr may cool. However,
Davis is ql'Jte equal to any occasion
that may arUe. She takes hep gJ?d
fortune in a very matter of fact man
ner.
.
1

SAYS PLANS ARE

NEARLY COMPLETE
School Children Are Asked to liring
g
liulld-lnt lower, to Women's Club
Nalunlay.
Suicrvisiiig Arcldtoct Writes That
They Will be Scut Soon
The Civic Improvement society met
last night and decided that as an early
Delegate Andrews today received
frost might damage flowers being the following letter, which explains
grown by the school children of the Itself:
city in competition for prizes. It would Hon. William H. Andrews.
he best to decide the contest at once.
Albuquerque. New Mexico.
Tho society decided that next SaturSir: Referring
to your Inquiry
day, September 12, will be the best
to the progress ot work In
t ir
and the flowers will be exhibited connection with the extension of tb
at the Women's club building.
postofllce at Albuquerque, New MexAll the children who Intend to comico, I have the honor to state that
pete for the prlzea offered for boutho drawings and specifications are
quets should bring their flowers to nearly completed, and they will be
MLLF.Y NOMIXATrn.
New Haven, Conn., Sept. . Con- - the club building Saturday morning forwarded, some t'me next week, to
gressrnan George L. I.llley was today h 'ween 9 o'clock and noon. A comthe contractor for an estimate.
Respectfully.
nominated for governor by the Re- mittee will be there to receive them
W. S. GILLAHAND,
publican state convention, receiving and each bouquet will be numbered
401 votes out of the 677 cast,
am! a rocord made of tlie number anl
Acting Supervising Architect.
rel.-.tlv-

Of HIS RESIGNAllOII
Coast Lines Manager Sajs There
Mo Truth in Ib'iiort will Urn
Here Tills 1U1I.

i

la

A. G. Wells, general manager of
Uie Santa Fe coast lines, said thia

morning that there was absolutely no
d,
truth iu the story sent out from
Calif., ten days ago to th
effect that he was going to resign
from the Ssnta Fe and go to an eastern road. He said that the story,
which not only announced Mr. Wells
resignation but gave an elaborate and
detailed account of the changea that
would follow Mr. Welts' resignation,
was a pipe dream pure and simple in
every particular. Mr. Wells said that
he was In Los Angeles at the time It
was sent out and received a telegram
asking it it were true. He made a
statement thu same day to the con- trary but the story gained wide circulation regardless of his denial.
Mr. Wells was in the city for thirty
minutes thu? morning, , while en route
to Chloago, accompanied by his fam--ll- y.
When asked his mission to Chicago Mr. Wells said that it was on
of pleasure for himself and family.
He aaid that he was taking his summer vacation and would probably b
In the east for two weeks. He hopes
to be able to return west In time i
be In Albuquerque during the Sixteenth National Irrigation congress;
and will make an effort to do sa.
Mr. Wells said that he expected to
be one of a dozen or more Santa Fa
officials attending the congress.
Kak-ersfiel-

STOLEN

.

TEAM FOU'il

NEAR

RARSHOS

ATM

t'oiitraotor lUlnu's ITR-rtUecor- ered by Ou of Uie bourclUiig
Parties,
The team, wagon and dog stolen
from n ."9nt of the oxford hotsL
where they had been left by Frank;
Ralph, the owner, were found about
9 o'clock last night la the sand hills
near Kancho.se de Atnsco. The horsea
gave evidence of a long, hard drive
and of the lack of water and feed,
while the dog. which lay In front ot
the team when It waa found, also had.
the appearance
at having traveled
long.
The outfit was found by Thomaa
Phelen and a native and brought to
Albuquerque thla morning. Mr. Ralph
la with another party searching tha
country toward Bernalillo and is expected to return today. There Is no
trace of the thlevea.
I'LAC.VK

AT LOS ANC.IILI.S.

Los Angeled, Sept. 9. A case of
plague has been discovered. The
patient Is a boy named Milholland
and Is now convalescent. Three week
ago he was bitten by a sick squirrel
In the park.
Now it ha.i been discovered that squirrels have the
It U believed by the office'
that there will be no spreading ef tlie
disease.
lo
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l'hoenix public schools will open fof
fall term September H- the
BROGAN
EDITOR
During one of the recent floods n
lllsoec 2 U Inches of rain fell In
forty minutes.
Tucson to conCourt Is In session
vs. the
...$5.00 sider the suit of isvcndcn
M Southern lUclfic for $10,UUU damag?.
00

long lit of prir.es ha been offermatter at Ihe INrntofflee of Albuquerque. N. M.. ed for sport at the old folks annua',
Entered a (ecrmtt-cta- s
Act of OmgresM of March 3. 1879.
celebration at Kaflord September I
A. A. Waren of Congress will do
The only illustrated daily neaH-- r In Now Mexico ami the bout adf fty days in the Maricopa county Jail
vertising nienlluiu of tlx- - JSoutliwext.
for attt niptintf to cash a bad check.
TRUE aliHVQVKHQrE CITIZKN IS:
After having been deserted by her
daily and weekly nev simper of llw Southwest,
he leading Itoptildli-nhuftiand for fifteen years Mrs. Mamie
principles am the "Square Deal."
Ttie ulviKUte of Itepiiblit-Mi- i
Katon of Phoenix has Hied suit for
divorce.
ALM QlEnQVK CTTI7.KN HAS:
The flnewt equipped Job department In New Mexico.
New furnKure and fixtures have
The latewt report by Associated lrrwa and Auxiliary News Service.
which
armed for trie .Mesa postoftlce,building
Is soon to remove to a new
"VK GCT THE NEWS F1ICST."
now nearing completion.
A

(iff

HI

,

STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"

We favor the Immediate admission of the territories of New Mexico and
Republican National Platform.
aVrUona as separate states In the Union.
i

t?ime to 13et Dust)

at

so badly Injured

hours later.

at

he died

tiie court and ordered to pay his militant epuusu a monthly allow unco of
The Black Chief Copjier oompany
eroded a new
hoisting plant on the Uncle- - Sam
group of claims and will posh development work in aa aggressive manner.
of Yavapai county has

MAKE

Even assuming that
her designs are as machlavellan as
her critics allege, the time Is not ripe
and will not be for another four or
five years at the shortest.
She coulo
whip France hands down, but even
the present Invertebrate British government would Instantly Join Issue in
the contest, and Germany is, of
course, aware of this.
The Kaiser cares nothing for Morocco. He has simply discovered
pawn In the great game of
weltpolitik. and he la using It for all
it Is worth. His last move was so
premature that It may result only in
making him ridiculous, as today's
heavy defeat of Mulal Hang's troops
suggests. In that case he would prob
ably turn to the situation In the near
east, which has a much more serious
oeaiing on European politics.
It Is already mooted that a revision
t
t ie Merlin treaty must be one of
the inevitable outcomes of the Turk
ish revolution, and this would be a
dangerous undertaking when one of
Eurothe members of the
pean concert Is In the temper of
Germany today.
Public feling In France is natur
ally highly exasperated
over the
Kaiser's action In regard to Malai
Hang, which la regarded as an In
tentional snub for the French peo
pie. Their government Is quite wise
enough, however, not to be stung Into
retaliation, which Germany might be
able to Interpret as unfriendly aggression. This restraint may Involve
some sacrifice of pride, but France
has shown herself capable even of
this in the interest of peace during
the early stages of the Morocco crisis.
According to the best diplomatic
information available, not a single
power is likely to support Germany
in her
role of champion ot
Mulal Haftg at the present stage of
events,
...........

The Kaiser's Action May Foreshadow War Among the.
Nations of Europe.
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For Iwan feed give your ntocti Kan
Itran, clean, fresh and
healthy. A great producer of milk
Ideal for horse, cows and poultry
Put up under the supervision of tlie
State Board of HealUi. No smutty
wheat, refuse oatsi and corn nor mill
tmeeplntt ground In this bran. The
Kmpire Mills furnish each guarantee
with each and every sack. For any
dissatisfaction your money Is return
South Flrwl .
ed. E. V. Fro,

Has Hod

lMioiie 16.

h"ie that it will have better success with Its
The Journal-DemocrJast product. on 'n the I lemocra; If newspaper Him. The other one, was a
little too strenuous for even Its versatile mud slinRtrs.
Journal-Democra-

questioned now.
and Is paid for by

lie well

t

ae. the
It Is rumored that some people who U'f I to
n
rat on a pedestal eery morn and w .oliip at the
..Hindu after rea ling it Instead.
Every

,iunrf deal
oe.

t

an 'i :ate for euuiity nfiice.
in the primaries thi.s fll.
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that he gets
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slate

nil! (,,. the slo.m tills fall. Tjt t us see n
g'tvei nun nt e have heard ho much about.
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Wool Hide and Pelt
Dealers
Albuquerque and Las
Vegas
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ECONOMY

IN

THE STORY

OF

'TO"

"Texas," a comedy drama by J.
Mauldi Felgl, which Is in Its fifth sea
son, will be presented for the nrsl
tline In this city. Tnls Is the origin
al production and there are six mem- oers of the original cast In the com
pany. It is a most stirring uplay. li)
Is a comedy drama of the western
plains and the action of the play.
takes place In Texas and the name
of the heroine is Texas Wst. The
play has the charm of atmosphere,
and the story which Is 'simple. Is;
well told. The interest is well sus- tained and there are some thrilling!
The characters j
dramatic moments.
are skillfully drawn and are as clear
cut as a cameo. The characters are

fThe Kansas City Star's Campaign
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We will, upon receipt of One Dollar, mail
Tne Kansas City Star, Morning, Evening and
Sunday, from date received to 30th November,
1908.
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Two Prominent Cliarnctera in "Texas"
not dragged in to help along the action, but the action develops naturally and consistently from the characters. The hero of the play is a stalwart young ranchman, who is strong,
He loves
heroic and resourceful.
Texas West, and the course of their
love would have been smooth and
sunny, but for the piottmgs or
whom
qual.
a border
Jack Dallam, the hero, has branded
as a cattle thief. An English lord
Is lso concerned In the plot and en- deavors to purchase Huckhead ranch.
the home of Texas, as he has learned
there are valuable gold deposits &o--on
1
the land. He Is prevented from
Ig this by Jaey Dallam, who learns
suddenly that he has become rich
through his oil fields In eastern Texa. j
Jack purchases the ranch and the
home is saved. The strength of the
play lies both In the plot and In the
characters and atmosphere of the
plains which pervades it. The love
story Is very prettily told and th :
comedy element Is bright, sparklln
an.j breezy.
The coming production
has bee
half-bree-
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SOLOMON LUNA, President
STKICKLEK, Vice President and Cashier
W. J. JOHNSON, Assistant Cashier
J. C. llaldridge,
William Mcintosh,
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O. E. Cromwell.

F. H. Strong

muuiiH
Funeral

1

S.

A. M. Blackwell,

How to Get Strong.
P. J. Da'y. of 1247 W. Congress St..
Chicago, tells of a way to become
strong. He says: "My mother, who
Is old and was very feeble, Is derlv- - "
Ing so much benefit from Electric
Itinera, that I feel It's my duty to
tell those who need a tonic, and
strengthening medicine about It. In
my mother's case a marked gain In
has resulted, insomnia has been
overcome and she la steadily growing
stronger."
Electric Bitters quickly
remedy stomach, liver and kidney
eoinplalnt. Sold under guarantee at
ajl drug sU-e-

6c

mm

orriceits a no directors

12.

a.

w
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Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation
and Solicits Sew Accounts
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From Date to 30th November, 1908

Offer

The Star reported the Republican and the
Democratic Conventions on a scale never before
equaled by any paper.
If you want facts about all parties accept
this offer and read The Star as it is independent
in politics and fearless in expression.
Send along your dollar today together with
your name and address written plainly.

1

September

It n'.ikes no difference to us whether tour
riil te for a chicken coop or the larp st buiMing in
the country, we are prepared to furnish the same at
lowest pricts. Our lumber is well seasoreil, which
makes it worth 15 per cent more to the buiklinq; than
the lumber you have been buy;n7. Tiy us.
n

fe Co.
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will he seen at the Elks'
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London, Sept. 9. It would be both
a
easy and foolish to manufacture
war scare based on Germany's presumptuous action In Morocco. There
Is a considerable Bectlon In Europe
of the diplomatic world which utterpeaceful
Germany's
ly disbelieves
protestations, and which sees In her
for war
extraordinary preparation
the same duplicity which preceded
her attack on France In 1870. They
also point out that almost every occasion when the Kaiser declaimed
in favor of peace most emphatically,
as a few days ago, nas Deen tne
precursor of some offensive action on
the part of his government. Nevertheless, the idea that a war imbroglio
Is likely to grow out of the Moroccan
situation is absurd, and it is not
any responsible
in
countenanced
quarter.
Germany's present action Is pre
y
what might have been expect
ed. She Is still smarting Under the
belief that the series of ententes in
the past few years has been aimed
chlelly at her Isolation. She Is doing now precisely what it has been
foreshadowed that that she would do,
namely, seize every opportunity to
make petty mischief and antagonize
those powers against which her re-ntment was strongest.
The Republicans of this county will demand that their county
That she desires war at the prewnt
support Vf. H. Andrews loyally and hone-tland that the big
is not true now any more
to which he is entitled in this county, is not Jeopardized by machine moment
than at the time of the Algeclras con.
made methods in ah effort to mpture all the county offices and the county ference,
when she could have had !t
printing.

The Democracy of the new hanlhlM
Jt has been formally approved by the
the Deniocratic vential committee.

(Incorporated)

ta--u- e

FEAR GERMANS

I

Co

L

Frank Coon, a Pruscott bartender,
after being beaun to a queen's
by his wife, wan arretted, fined by

If she wanted It.

W

K elty

a few

A Tuma convict named Dennlson
has presented l'hoenix lodge Kn'ghts
hand enof l'ythi&s with a
graved and lnla d gavel,
his own
work, made in spare hours In prison.

at

-

that

1M.

RT3TT.

jj

Los Angeles papers report that Mrs.
Ward well, the Tombstone leper who
recently escaped from the Tombstono
hujipitul, la aiowly starving herseif to j
deuih in that city, refus ng to lake
food in any form.
A committee of the Tempe board of
trade has raised nearly $600 to send
The Santa Fe car shed in l'hoenix
an exhibit to the National Irrigation wad threatened with deai.ruc.1. on la it
congress.
morning, when prompt
Thursday
work of the fire department checked
points
territorial
Cheap rates from
a fire which might have caused great
to the coast are in f rect, the round lo.s to rolling stock.
beAngeles
to
Ixis
trip from l'hoenix
ing :o.
Albert F. Potter, an official of the
national forest service, is in Phoenix
AutomoPresident Dullard of the
and will make an examination of the
bile Owners' association is arranging Tonto forest reserve, investigating al
to
for a motor car race from Phoenix
the same time complaints mado by
Tucson.
cattlemen of that district as to the
alleged misuse of the national forest.
may
holiday
A Saturday afternoon
be inaguratcd in Safford, the purposo
President J. R. Nicholson of the
being to pull off the-i- ball games on Santa Ana Mining company, a promising property In the northern part
that day instead of Sunday.
of Maricopa county which has been
of
El Paso & Southwestern traffic
idle for some time for want of funds,
ficials met in Tucson Tuesday wltn has succeeded in Interesting new capM. O. Bicknell of the Randolph lines ital and the property
will soon be
for a conference on railroad matters. working again.
People residing in Miller valley. In
F.xnerlmental raising of sugar cane
In the Sulphur Springs valley Is meet- - Yavapai county, complain of Indism with gratifying success ana sev criminate and reckless shooting by
eral fine specimens are on exhibition people from Prescott, who como out
with guns and shoot at almost everyin Bisbee.
thing that wears feathers or hair.
Dr. Tafel of rhoenlx has been elect Signs such as "No shooting on these
ed a member of the KamDier jMiieen premises" have no effect on the.n
Thousand Mile club, because he has and are not heeded.
driven a Rambler automobile tne ais
Under the auspices of the 13ibee
tance Indicated.
Revolver club, recently orgarlzed, a
Dr. J. A. Chandler, president of the series of matches, laving until the
Mesa chamber of commerce, has Just 13th, has been arranged. opn tu u.l.
returned from an extended trip east.
Domineck Breteno, an Italian emduring which time he did aome good
ployed In the Holbroj'it mine at Bisboosting for his town.
bee, had a narrow escape from death
Struck by a switch engine In the in a cave-I- n Thursday night. Ills arm
railroad yards at Tucson, C. D. Hel- - was broken and he sustained other
wlg, a Kansas City traveling man, was injuries.

bosses of the new ReAfter the Citizen forced the several wouM-b- e
publican organization to Instruct the Iternalillo county delegation for Vf.
H. Andrews this paper presumed that those gentry would have the decency to carry out the work and see to It that Mr. Andrewa received a
record breaking majority In this county to which he is entitled.
The Citizen has not sought In any manner to embarrass the new county
organization and has remained silent In order to give Chairman Glllenwater and his committee a chance to open the campaign.
gang
But It now appears that Mr. Glllenwater, the Journal-Democrbosses, are getting together for the purpose of
few other would-b- e
and
playing peanut county politics while forgetting that the Republican delegate to congress, Mr. Andrews, Is entitled to their fullest "support and assistance.
For some days past, a number of well known Republicans have been
asking rather openly: '"What Is Gillenwtater and the Journal-Ddmocrcrowd go'.ng to do?"
This question has become more and more Important as the days have
passed and no sign of action has been seen In the new committee.
The Citlzea desires to state for the benefit of Mr. Glllenwater and his
few associates that the Republicans of this county are going to demand
a square deal in the primaries and In the convention this fall. Nothing else
will go.
If Mr. Glllenwater and his associates are laboring under the delusion
that they can rig up a slate, spring It at hastily called primaries at the last
minute and force It through, they will be the chief mourners at a well arranged surprise party this fall.
The Republicans of this county have heard so much of the Glllenwater-Macpherso- n
brand of good government and honest politics that they desystem tried out by those gentry and this fall Is as good a
aee
to
the
sire
time as any for them to begin.
In the first place it Is time for Mr. Glllenwater and his committee to
get busy. The Citizen calls their attention and the attention of Mr. Andrews to the fact that the Democrats are organizing throughout this county while the, Republican organization la doing nothing with the exception
gang, who are no doubt plotting
of Glllenwater and the Journal-Democrhow they can capture the county offices.
s
to say to Mr. GUlenwater, Macpherson, etc., that
The Citizen
they might Just as well recognize at this time, that they are not the Republican party ef this county.. They may make all the deals they care to but
they will never make them stick.
They forced Andrewa to sign a certain letter favoring their delegation at the last primaries and thereby secured control of the county by
a xaeagre vote.
Incidentally, they delivered to Mr. Andrews, through their commissioners, a pledge that they would support him. It Is now up to them to
make good and the Republicans of ths county are going to see that they
do It, no matter how. bitter the pill may be to some of them personally.
has publicly announced that it Is still opposed
The Journal-Democrto Mr. Andrews and Judging by the company he keeps, It Is safe to put
Glllenwater In the same category.
However, as chairman of the new Republican couaty committee, It is
up to Mr. Glllenwater and his friends to get out the Andrews vote and
now Is the time to start on the Job. If Mr. Glllenwater and his associates
do not intend to keep faith, then now Is the time for them to let it be
known, in order that Mr. Andrews may secure his own organization and
look after his own interests personally.
' Deaplte the unfair methods used In the last primaries, The Citizen took
Its medicine and offered absolutely no opposition to the new committee,
This Is the policy which The Citizen desires to pnrsue. But this paper
gang,
will state for the benefit of Mr. Glllenwater and the Journal-Democrtkat any treacherous attempt to betray Andrews in his county, will pre
cipitate a fight which will put a crimp In them for some time to come.
The Republicans of this county upon this occasion, demand early prl
marles. conducted fairly and openly so that all candidates for county of
fices may have an equal chance before the voters.
The Republicans of this ceunty will not submit to primaries called
hurriedly at the last minute and a cooked up Gillenwater-Macpherso- n
slate
forced Into the field regardless of the effect on the vote for Andrews.
The Republicans of this county are well aware that any such a deal
would knock the Andrews vote Into a cocked hat because Judging by the
part which is the only safe criterion, the Journal-Democrand its gang
would not be above trading the Delegate for Democratic votes In the In
terests of their county slate.
The Citizen will state for the benefit of Mr. Glllenwater, that If he
honestly desires a united Republican party In this county, he has the matter entirely In his hands. All that is neressary is for him to get busy, call
the primaries, see that they are on the square and give every candidate
an equal opportunity.
I
If Mr. GUlenwater. on the other hand, thinks that he Is big enough,
gang, to force a slate through
with the assistance of the Journal-Democrthe primaries at the last minute and permit the Republican delegate to rustle for himself, all he has to do Is to make the fact known and he will be
given ample evidence to convince him to the contrary.
The Citizen has postponed calling the attention of the new county organization to Its duty, until the last minute., but It agrees with a majority of the Republicans of the county, that this side show lafTair conducted
hhas gone about far
the county chairman and the Journal-Democrenough and It Is slime for them to fish or cut bait.
Iyet us have a square deal and give our delegate to congress, the majority to which he is entitled.
at
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Director

and

Embalmer

Lady

Attendant

Private Ambulance I
Supt. Fa I rv lew and
Santa Barbara
Cemeteries
OfTkt Strom Block 2nd aa
Copptr Avtnut. Tclrphoacii
Office 7S, IttsidcBM 104.
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Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
It. P. II All. IToprirtor.

Pulleys, Grade Eats, babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for
Bu'li'lngs.
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore. Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftlnga
Repair of Mining and M U Machinery a Specialty.
Albuquerque. N. U.
Foundry eaat side of railroad track.
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FOR

CONGRESS
Work Is well Under Way and
Will be Finished by Opening
Day Without Fall.
r

Ths board of control la fast completing preparations for the Sixteenth
national Irrigation Congress and International KxpoBitlon which will oe
held In this city September 1 to October 1, and ail will be ready for the
appointed day. The congress will
open promptly at thirty minutes after
nine o'clock, Tuesday, September 29,
and the daily sessions will be from
that hour in the morning until 11 In
recess of
the evening; with a m.d-du- y
sji hour or o for luncheon, and two
hours iu the evening for dinner.
For the congress a, fine convention
hs.il has been built by the city, and
tt will be used as and kHown as the
Armory building after the congress
adjourns in October. This building
was erected at a cost of $18,000 and
represents one of the finest of its
kind is the west. This hall will be
used (or territoral conventions, religious conventions, etc., as well us
(or an armory of the National guard.
The building has a seating capacity
of nearly thirty-fiv- e
hundred, and in
Tentllatien and acoustics it to Ideal.
The grounds at Old Albuquerque,
where the exhibits will be displayed,
are rapidly nearlng completion ana
the roads and walks are now being
put into shape for walking by the
spreading of crushed bark throughout the grounds, which promises to
make walking a pleasure. While Col.
fax county 1ms a building of Its own
which was erected at a cost of about
$i,00, other counties will use space
in the Casino, a hall of ample proportions. The other states and territories will have the capacious Horticultural hall.
One of the most beautiful spots on
the grounds will in all probability be
Heldelburg. It Is at this place, under
large spreading cottonwoods, that ths
ladies and gentlemen may both sit
down at small tables for rest and refreshment, flagons and steins and perhaps a sandwich and a p'pe. It will
quarters
be In the; cosy, German-lik- e
that Milwaukee, St. Louis, Salt Lake
City, Denver, Kansas City and Bl
I'aso will foam and flow, not freely of
course, but with a hospitable good
cheer that will make the visitor's welcome a certainty.
Possibly one of the most interesting exhibits for which contributions
are expected to arrive from all over
the west as well as parts of the east,
in the vry near future, will be the
poultry show. It Is thought that In
the neighborhood of 600 entries Will
be sent here, some of which will represent some of the best chicken
ranches in this part of the country.
The cups and prizes offered for the
best stock are well worth trying for
and no doubt will be hotly contested.
This show, if all signs be fulfilled, will
be one of the attractive corners of the
big park, and every man, woman and
child who owns a bird that he is
proud of Is invited to get In. There
Will be no entrance fee for this exhibit and the quarters In which the
stock will be displayed are most com

1LBTJQTJERQTJB CTTIIEN.
modious and well ventilated. It
the irrigated valhya of the mountain
west, peculiarly, that Is the home of
poultry, and the local committee invito all fanciers to bring their best
blrdA, turkeys, geese, ducks, chickens,
etc., bo as to make the show a good
one, worthy of the beautiful prises offered for the best specimens displayed.
The Irrigated west promises to be
well represented in the National Irrigation con k ress. The story of ths
reclamation of the desert by private
enterprise will be told "by many old
pioneers and representatives
of the
United States reclamation service, and
the bureau of forestry will tell what
the government Is doing. Some of
these addresses will be illustrated by
stereopticon views which will be
thrown upon canvas. Some of ths
subjects which will be discussed during the night meetings will be the lecture of "Grand Canyon of Anions,"
by Nut M. ISrigham, which will be
heard on October 3, and "Men Who
Won the West," on October 4, both of
which will be illustrated by stereop-tica- n
views.
The United Slates government will be represented in the
congress, besides bureau oflicers, ny
Vice President Fairbanks, two members of President Hoosevelt's cabinet
and senators and representatives of
the United States Congress. At least
this Is the unofllcial promise. The
bureau officers will be F. 11. Newell
and C. J. Blanchard of the reclamation service and Gifford P.ncliot of
the bureau of forestry. These latter
mentioned gentlemen will make technical addresses. Some of the members of the diplomatic corps, stationed
at Washington, will attend the congress, unofficially. Who all, la not
known as yet, owing to the fact that
they are all busy with their official
duties. However, all have become
very much interested in the reclamations of our western deserts by Irrigation and all want to see and learn.
Notwithstanding their good intentions
of wanting to be present during the
congress uncertainty reigns supreme as
to their coming owing to the fact that
their annual vacation Is almost at a
close and many of them will not be
able to decide until they see what immediate duties are in front of them.
Foreign governments, officially, will
be represented as follows:
France, II. Rene Taernier, chief engineer of the department of publlo
works and hydraulics.
Chiie, Senor Carlos Camacho, chief
of the seed test bureau of that government.
Cape Colony (South Africa), O. A.
Oosthuisen and J. A. Schoeman, eminent men of the science of irrigation
and members of the parliament of
their country.
Canada, Hon. Sydney Fisher, minister of agriculture, and probably other ofneers of the Canadian government.
Brazil, Senho L. Baeta Naves, civil
engineer and government inspector of
public works.
Dr. E. McQueen May, chairman of
the committee of foreign representation of the board of control of the National Irrigation congress, has received Information from the acting
secretary of state of the appointment
of Dl Ignaclo da Costa Duarte to represent Portugal In the congress and
of the appointment of Luis V. Abad
to represent Cuba.
The Instruction from the kingdom
of Portugal comes through the American minister at Washington, who
was In Portugal three weeks ago.
Delegates and visitors will witness,
in addition to the Irrigation congress
and the Industrial exposition and fair,
a dally pageant of outside attractions.
The secretary of war has promised to
send from western posts battalions of
cavalry and Infantry, who will come
with all the panoply of war. Including
camp equipage. They will perform
-

the routine of camp life, consisting of dress .parade, guard mount,
band concerts, etc., and daily one ot
the battalions will participate In a
street parade. The cadets from the
military schools as well as the United
States lnd.an schools of New Mexl;o
and Ariaona will share in thus parades.
In the pageant tribes of Pueblo Indians will appear, coming for a stay
throughout the congress and exposition and fair. They will come from
Lag una, Cocliita, Sau Felipe, San Domingo and other pueiilos. The chiefs
will carry the famous slkks presented
to their predecessors
iJ 1'rtusldciit
Abraham Lincoln during the Civil
ar, more than Xiity ears ago, in
this pa..ule. The parade will also include i epresentatives
of the Pima
tribes ut Arizona who will attend and
participate in the lestivitics. All of
the lnuians will wear the fantastic
costumes of their raco Bi.a rid.ng In
floats und making solteiy as weil as
Navajo blankets uill be tue Indian
women arrayed
in all their fancy
dress ui.d Jewelry. The vrnt promises
to be a uotable picture of the "Vanishing Kuce."
hollowing the Indians squads of
cowboys will ride their bronchos.
These inonurchs of the desert will attend, attired in their working costumes, with lariat, spurs and other
accessories necessary in the taming jf
the broncho. They will, in addition
to participating iu the parade, also
g.ve exhibitions in broncho busting,
horse racing, relay racing, etc.
In Convention hall the Irrigation
ode will be sang en the epeniitg day
iiy a choir of over one hundred velces
and on one evening the Gokdoxi Legend will be rendered by a famous
soprano who will be here expressly
for the occasion. Although the name
of the signer is withhold, it Is thought
that the part will be sung by Mew
songster.
favorite
Mexico's
Miss
Claude Albright, who Is now in Europe but who expects to be prese.it
la time for the festivities this fall.
So, with the regimental toands, the
Mexican bands, the cadet bands, ths
Indian school bands, the visiting
bands from the citUs and towns of
the west, the choir of one hundred
voices, the voices of talented women
of the two territories, and the bands
of the carnival amusement company
which will give two performances
dally, there will be plenty of mmlo
and some to spare. All this Is costing
the city a large sum of money, but
money is no object at this time and
everything possible is being dons In
order that the event be one never to
be forgotten by those in attendance
as well as the citizens.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M..
August Z8th, 1908.
'Notice is hereby given that Leonard Skinner, of San Pedro, N. M., has
filed notice of his intention to make
final five year proof In support of hli
Entry No.
claim, viz: Homestead
0959 made Aug. IS, 1908,
for the
Lota 1 and 2. Ntt SH NEH, and NH
SV4

Stt NEH.

Section 24, Township 11 N., Range
5 E., and that said proof
will
be
made before A. E. Walker, at Albuquerque, N. M., on October lfth,
1908.

He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of. the land, vis:
Juan Gutlerres, of San Pedro, N.
M; Francisco Montes, of San Pedro,
N. M.; Juan O. Samora, of San Pedro,
N. M.; Joss M. Skinner, of Albuquerque, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
Are you looking tor sumethlng? Remember the want columns of The
Evening Citizen are for your especial
benefit. It talks to the people and
they talk to yon.

THE WAY SOME OF US HAVE DONE
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PEACHES TO SELL IT,
AND GQ INTO THE MANl THlS FACE CREAM WILL USING THCIK OWN FACES
A
FACTORING BUSINESS
T SUCCESS A
s TESTIMONIALS
BE
I'LL

QUIT WORK ToTlW

PACK TTIRKal

Is In dally

-

A hopeful spirit, markets free
surplus products, an Improved
credit situation and good crop pros

tions.
of

EASE OF MONEY
BOLSTERS

UP

MARKET
The Pond Sales Are Particu-

I

larly Gjod. 5howing Willingness to Invest.
New Tork, .'pt. 9. Event of the
werk were not of a uniformly favorable charactrr. Uoth cotton and corn
slioMtd soinu avU-r- oration us usual
during August; and though no important
was experleuci-dstill
it Is plain i hat tne earlier promise
of theso two important crops will not
bu realised,
rlisiuVs there is tho risk
ot damage- - from curly fruit, made all
tho greater by the lateness ot both
crops. Another tell days of freedom
from frost will save the bulk of these
crops from harm, though in some sections It will be the first of October
before all danger is passed. The fail
.it Pennsylvania earnings during July
of $3,4UU,ouA also excited unfavorable
euaniteiit, although the less in net
earnings was kesi down to about
JKoo.uuu.
Added to the reactionary
aniptonis were the poor annual report u Smelters" and the Morocjo
incident. On the other hand, if general business is quiet, .the prevailing
tendency is utimisiakabiy towards
activity.
Hallroad earnings
as a whole are showing smaller losses
both gross and net each month, la
May tko percentage of loss in grois
was 19, in June Zi, in July 18 and la
August only 16. September will probably show still better results, fer the
number of idle cars is steadily decreasing, and the latest traffic reports
are more encouraging. Conditions in
tho iron trade are also improving,
August being the best month ot'the
year thus far.
Tho most satisfactory feature, however, as far as the security markets
are concerned, Is the improved demand for bonds. This was bused almost entirely on the extraordinary
ease of money and the prospects of Us
continuairce. The demands for bonds
came from good sources, such as institutions or those controlling large
sums wf money, and was not speculative in character, although a number of issues have already scored material advances. A significant incident was the sale of JlU,0U0,tu 4 per
tent Philadelphia bonds at 103
contrasted with the inability of New
York to place 4 V per cents a year
ago. Tko bond sales on the New York
stock exchange In August amounted
to $2,000,OVO, or Hi. 0U0.000 mors
than a year ago, while the sales since
January have duubled over last year
and reached more thau 60u,i)U0,0U0.
Prises ot stocks are now very high,
the average for the active shares being the h.ghest this year and the
highest s nee May, 1907. Some of the
leading shares are selling at the highest figures on reuord, and it Is sato
to say that the bulk of the losses suf- fered during the panic have been recovered. As the shrinkage from the
high point in January, lsu7, to the
lowest po.nt in December of tho same
year amounted to about $3,&UU,0U0,UU0
it can be seen to what a tremendous
extent the recovery has gone. It
would almost seem as if it bad been
too rapid to last, and thut the temptawere irresisttions lor profu-tukin- g
ible.
Tuat in the limited space of
ten months seuur.ly values should -- o
fully recovered from an acute panic is
pleasing evidence of our wonderlul
recuperative abilities, but it strongly
suggests the necessity of caution, .is
well as the ues.iabil ly of a period of
wailing until the stability of the rise
has been fairly tested. Inflationary
Influences are actively at work, and
tliese are being taken full advantage
of by the boldest, ablest and strongest
Hft of
Ihn "Street" llnj ttvr
J
Keen.
These ta.rtie4 are still under
the market and no one can tell how
far tin y may be able tii push the upIf abie they will
ward movement.
prolong it until they succeed in inducing the public to lake surplus
stocks off their hands, and at present
there Is lilt.e in sifclu to interfere
with lhc,r plans if the present community of luii rest which evidently
There
exist can bu Held together.
is reason to surmise that important
fiuancial plans are under way and
that the present manipulation . partly for the purpose of gloal.lig new securely issues. This can only be proved
.

,

3,

by Lme.
It is well
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pects would have done wonders to
ward recovery of themselves; still
cheap money and plenty of tt outweighed them all in forcing the advance. Were it not for this fact It
would be perfectly safe to assume
that prices are now too high, ,.11
things considered, and are liable soon
to descend to a lower level, but as
long as tho money market remains iu
its present coiid-lioit will vrobubly
be difficult to bring about any very
important reaction.
The prospects are for continued
case in money for some little time to
ci.ic. ciop d.iiiuiiu will be easily
met and bus.inss requirements are
moderate and tliiancul obligut. ns to
bo met during tue next six months
are such as can be easily provldi d for.
bankers 'are in a veiy oonsci vatlve
though hopefut mood, and only new
flnttikclul proMi!iuls of the mo.--t approved character find ready support.
Ausust insorporations were estimated
ut only $43,000,0011, the smallest total
in many months, and the total since
January aggregated
$778,000,000,
compared
with $1,219,000,000
the
same time last year; another Illustratho
tion of
severity of the panic
There is a heavy accumulation of Idle
funds not only at home but abroad.
Gold is piling up in all the leading
banks of the world owing to large
productions and dull trade. Such conditions, though the result of unsatisfactory causes, work out the.d own
cure, and are stimulating as regarls
the future.
Gold Imports this fall
are not at all Improbable, since at
present there is no other means of
adjusting our International balances,
which are running largely In our favor.
Stocks may be too high, but as long
as we are free from political scares
or serious damage to the crops the
eltuatlon will be favorable to active
trading, especially If the market remains under control of the present
leaders, whose purpose Is to create a
strong and active market. The retara
of many noted finanelers from their
vacations will farther promote activity.

TONIGHT
After you have finished the day's
work, eaten dinner, ana settled
yourself for a pleasant evening at
home you will need to make the
evening's pleasure complete w ith a
copy of

The.,
E vening

Citizen
Albuquerque's

leadingjhome
newspaper the paper that prints
all the news of the day immediately after it occurs. Do not
wait for tomorrow morning's paper to get today's news, but read
the news tonight, while it's fresk.
The evening paper covers the
field accurately but briefly while
it is still news. The morning paper simply elaborates.

A
Knocker.
J. C. Goodwin, of Retdsvllle, N. C,
ays: "Bucklen's Arnica Salve Is a
knocker for ulcers. A
bad one came on my leg last summer, but that wonderful salve knocked It out in a few rounds. Not even
a scar remained."
Guaranteed for
piles, sores, burns, etc. 25c at all
drug stores.
Sure-Enou-

sure-enou-

To keep posted up to the minute
read the Evening Citizen. The
Citizen is printed at 5 o'clock and
delivered to your home by the
time you are ready for it, for 6o
cents a month. If you do not read
The Citizen you are not getting
all that is coming to you

Onr work In KlGlfT n rvery de
osrlnient. Tlnhha Ijtumlrv (
Want ads prinunl In cre
bring mull.
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Now Is the Tlmo to Subscribe
DO IT NOW
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The
Souvenir
Fob

AN ENDORSED CHECK
GIVES NO GROUND

FOR DISPUTE

The endorsement upon the back of each check is evidence that
the party received payment.
This endorsement makes each check an indisputable receipt for
the amount paid. No need to pay any bill the second time.
Pay by checkit's the safe way.
We offer exceptional advantages for checking- accounts, both
large and small.
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.THE BANK OF COMMERCE
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

X

HAVE YOU A
X

ROOM TO RENT?

JW

OR A HOUSE?

to remember,

however,
has
tiiat this
reeoveiy
taken place during a period of acute
dcpnss.on in business, when ra lroad
and industrial profits suifered extra- 1
ordinary looses, and when divldeuls
with tew exceptions were either re.
duced, passed or unearned. It inut
bo admitted that such a tremendous
advancu in prices under unfavorable
conditions is incongruous and open iu
serious doubt as to either its soundness or its permanence. The explanation ot such a violent rebound is not
at all diflicuit. The American sp.nl
had not a little to Uo X On sale at down own stores
of
with it. Previous panics have often
been followed by marked recoveries
;
50c.
when no fundamental derangements
remained1, but tli.s rise surpassed them
a
till in rap dity and extent. The
disaster found our merchandise
markets free from overproduction,
this alone averting the demoralization
of business which has often delayed
and CURE
LUNGS
recuperation after upheaval. Then the
recredit situation, which was chiefly
sponsible for the crisis, has woiiJ srw,th
ul y improved; und this not only prevented further disaster, but enabled
many crippled concerns to fully reestablish themselves, liut far and beyond all these elements In recovery
has been tho groat abundance and
cheapness of money. Here is the
AND All THROAT AMDtUNGTRQURtES
matfic power which in the short space
of ten months has added nearly
QUARANT
6ATI3.F ACifoiU
to the value of our
In plte of unfavorable conll- -

Do you know that people are almost fighting
for quarters 'right here in Albuquerque, and 'now ?
An ad like this
:

I

t

Everybody
Is going to

sm
WgMmwi

IBe tIPt
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mk&M
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ALL RIGHT LAD'
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FORGET UNA T

ALL HIRED AT

ON WHAT YOU

ni NlT

InQU'KE

USING
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L:-

IT YOURSELVES.

IVOW. rirs3T DAYS
SALES EXHAUST THE

OUTPUT

NECESSITATING THE
EXPANSION OF PLANT

.

--

4

AND ENLARGEMENT
OF TrET BUSINESS

it

:
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FOR RENT Largs, wsU (urnUhsd.
wall ventilated front room, mod era
and sanitary. OO Blaks 8t

wear one.
price

placed in The Albuquerque Citizen will secure
you a tenant at the small cost of

er

KILL the COUCH
the

-f

Dra

King's

Now Discovery

F0RC8l!sHSS.

3

times for 35c, or 6 times for 50c.

BuoratMful ad vert lain; mrna s
prosperous liuslaeuM. The Cltlsen

rcnoir

WOODMEN OF TIIK WORLD.
Meet Every Friday Evening
At I Sharp.
FOREST IN ELKS' THEATER.
. r.

)

ail

Should roa fail to receive The
Evening Clttsen. call up tne
PostsJ Telegraph Co, telephone
No.
nd your paper will be
(
delivered by special messenger,

w
w
w

H. W. Moore, C. C
D. D. Phillips, Clerk.
411 West Lead Ave.
VISITING BOVBREIQNJI WXX
COME.

!

eAGK

rom.

KLUCTQITETtQUE CTTIIEJL

WEDNIXB-AV- ,

fc ash Millinery

MALOY'S
Tlie firil ewentlal In cloctln,r
jtrooTlr and fml snppllrg I
con-ru- l
QUALITY. This lm1l
buying liy tlMe who know how,
dnui ami military method of li
playing and a volume of business
wiiich ranvoa goods rapidly. thereby Injuring freshness.
Tlie next cwentlal la cheapness,
largo sale arc conducive to low
prior. For both Quality and
Cheapness place your next order

HUNTERS!
We are just in receipt of a Carload of Ammunition, and
are now prepared to fill your orders for

210 SOUTH SECOND STREET

Sliot Gun Shells
Loaded with Black or Smokeless Powder,
Drop or Chilled Shot

GRAND OPENING
All the Latent Styles in Fall and Winter Millinery on Display
to be Sold at Popular Frices

PHONE 72

SEE OUR ASSORTMENT

Thursday, September 10
I

AFTERNOOV 2 UNTIL 6.'

EVENING 7 UNTIL 9

HANDSOME SOUVENIR

Crystal Theater

.

"I

&

10c

Is

10c
cmcmnt

Cash M Miimeirw
Store
n n

Colombo Theater
410 NORTH SFCOND 8T.
Phone 471.

Moving Pictures
lllnctratarf
and
winart
unu iiiuguuieu wiigm
Chang Kvrv Mfeftt

I

lion's Bride

04K54fO04KDD40

CO4K5K)4t0IO4K)4K-XK-

Bride

Bank

l

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Capita ana
Surplus

United States
Depository

$250,000 I

GIVE US A CHANCE
To figure on that bill of lumber.
Our lumber comes from sur owa
mills located in the bet body of
Umber in Xe
Mexico
A large stock
dry spruce
of
dimension on hand. Why not buy
the best when It Is Just as cbeapT
ft will pay you to look into this.

They Take the Kinks Out.
"I have used Dr. King's New Llfs
Pills for many years, with increasing
satisfaction. They take the kinks out
of stomach, liver and bowels, without
fuss or friction," says N. H. Brown,
of Plttsfleld, Vt
Guaranteed satisfactory at all C':i stores. 25c.

RIO

J.

SONGS

will be a thousand
on your investment.

THE ELKS PLAN

After careful Investigation wa find

G. Gould. Tenar.

MATINEE SAT. AND

per cent dividend

A MARCHING

SUNDAY.

that for a party of one hundred or
more, the round trip to Los Angeles,
in a special train, including a trip

CLUB

to
Uraud Canyon, can be made
They Will Organize for Los Angeles fur the
11 0 per person,

all expenses included w.th the excepton of meaU
ordL-In
to make this expense as
easy as possible lor each brother it
ia proposed that, beginning with October 1, 1DU8, every member pay into
a special convention fund lu per
month for ten consecutive months, at
the end of which time he will be
to all the advantages and benefits above mentioned.
That there may be no misunderstanding or unfairne.su, it is provided
thai it any brother who pays this ten
dollars ptr month finds at the lat
moment that he cannot accompany
the party, he o refunded the full
amount that he has pad into the
treasury; while at the same t.me, any
surplus after paying all necessary and
legitimate expense of the trip shall
be distributed equally among those
who have made tae monthly payments
and actuajjy taken the trip.
To further insure fairness it is proposed that If any brother who has
not made the monthly
payments,
should at the last moment decide to
go on the trip, he bo allowed to Join
the party and share in all advaiaagjs
and benefits upon payment of $lu0;
but such brothers would not be entitled to share in the division of any
surplus. This is in thu nature of protection to those brothers who take out
memberships early and g ve their support to the project.
We fully understand the imperative
need of unique uniforms, attractive
badges and startling siui.ts, and we
assure yuu that no one in the whole
stilts of California will be In ignorance
of the fact that a Urge- - chunk of

Convention Next Year.

BUILDERS'

TElfi;APHiCMARKETS
St.

changed.

By the following circular
letter,
which was mailed to all members of
the local order of Elks No. 461, it may
be seen what the progressive lodge
of this city la contemplating.
The
woik of organizing a marching club
is now in the hands of a committee
composed of the following brothers.
who have already made quite a little
headway In getting the members to
gether for this club: John Lee Clark,
chairman; Fletcher Bullington, sec
retary; F. H. Strong, treasurer; M. B.
Hickcy and M. H. Sabin.
It is the Intention of the Elks lodge
of this city to invade the Los Angeles
convention, which takes place next
July, with the winning organization,
lloving Pic'are Performance
and return to this city with the 11000
Begin at 8:30. p. m.
prize offered for the best marching
club. In addition to the circular letHeld For Hansom.
ter an application blank was sent to
Tart.
each member which states that the
Bryan.
undersigned agrees to pay $10 per
DiMftolne Gown
month for ten months from October
(Very, very funny.)
1, 1908, or $100 In all, for full membership privileges In the Elks' Marching club for Los Angeles, 1909. This
SONGS
amount Includes all expenses except
Mrs. C. A. Frank. Soloist.
meals.
"I Turn l'rtmi Uie World to
One nice feature of tne matter of
You."
pnymonts is that if, at the last mo'Sins Me to Sleep."
ment, anyone finds that hn will be
Violin oliiKtoH by lrof. Giltoo.
unable to attend, his money will be
to him in fti:i. Tho matter
; returned
j will
be thoroughly dl.srnu..-at the
Morning, Afternoon and Even-lu- g
meeting of this order which will be
.
held at the lodeo rooms In th Elks'
bulMlnp this evening, and n '.ante atADMISSION
10 CENTS.
tendance n requested. Alrea ly over
fifty of the member have H'ifnifled
their willingness to Join and this even.
Insrs meeting promises to be a most
Interesting one. Followlns' la Hie let
ter Vftcived oy the member this
morning:
Pear rrn'her: Hurrah for a
mnrchlng oltih for T.s Ange! This
Is
the tat grr,.1 . V.nnrp ive .ha'l Viai.a
Mill remains at 114
r
f ir reiir to rime. Two
ago we
South Third Street with
Tri.e(1 lip the cplendld opportunity
l,y the Hose proxlml'y of Den-- I
a complete line of 1908
V't; th! yenr we overlonked Pnlls.
Wall Paper, Paints, Oils iarl the T.n ngeles eonventlon pre- s.n' positively the list chanee for
and Brushes
a Mg rteleg-itinat a small expense.
Hive ynu ever been to one of thc
il
X
J'tlVitiitl All
ii.fi to
eonvent'otio'
Have ynu ever
the
thr!H run up and down your spine
Painting, Paper Hanging
when you find yourself among thouaiid Tinting
sand who are brothers In more thin
name" You. who have had one tste,
"nnt another: to you who are unln.
l.'l Si.utli Third Si
g 'liineli.4t.
Itlated, we advise a five minutes' t.dk
wl'h Brother Prynn. H'ekey or Pen.
rutt. or any other brother who hfis
heard th
"Hello, Rill," (.t
The reason we dv ic en urn IIOCGII one of the familiar
"Big Doings."
IRY orH Is because we do It right Finances
What will It
and at the price you cannot afford to M'phty little on the basis we cn?
probave ft done at bom a.
pose; you wlM never feel It, and your
tWi'KIUAL UCSPHT.
payments Jn fun and solid rdojrmeat
'
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Chauvin
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is in Log Angeles.
will readily understand that it Is not
really necessary for us to take chap- rones along, but several of the married brothers have planned to have
their wives take them, and if you are
fortunate enough to be In that class
we aliall be giad Indeed to have your
wife make arrangements to take you.
and to have her j tin the '(.'haperones'

1167

,LU:8'

SepU

Delter A"".

-

Tue Metals.
New York, Sept. 9. Ltid easy,
!4.65(t 4.60; lake copper, $13.50
113.75; silver, 61 He
Money Market.

New York, Sept. 9. Money on call
easy, 1 it 1
per cent; prime mercantile paper, 4 u 4
per cent.

by Mauldln Filgl

I

C.

l:i:XT liny

it Inline
t'lieaix-- r

mu. J. llorrudailr,
TlUid mu! Cuilil.

for 83.50
tlian pay-iv
agent.

ni

Of-th-

BALDRWCE
VINCENT
AND

423 South First
Our Prices All Bargains

ACADEMY
LAY SCHOOL

j

For Young Ladies and Misses.
In Charge of ttie

V

.riiin and 1'ro visions.
Chicago, Sept.
Wheat Sept.,
97
c; Dec, 96 Vi & 99j,c.
Corn Sept., 79 lie; jjtic, 689c.
Oats Sept.. 49 e; Dec. 50 He.
Pork Sept., $14.60; Oct., $14.67
.

Sept.,

Kibs

$9.72
Sept., $9.15;

V

Oct.. $9.7 7 Vi.
Oct., $9.17i.
;

Chicago Livestock.
Chicago, Sept. 9. Cattle Receipts
14,000; strong to 10c higher; beeves,
1J.7044 7.70;
Tcxans,
$3.504i5.00;
westerns, $3.40 4 6.10; stockera and
feeders, $2.60 4 4.50 ; cows and heifers, $1.801 5. h0; calves. $6.00 u 8.00.
Sheep IteielDts
30.000:
woak:
westerns, $2,25 44.30; yearlings, $4.20
"H.iii; lambs, $3,50 45.90; western
lambs, $3.604j 4.00.

Phones:

I

30c

Select Blend
35c

OTP

An adwriiM-meii- t
In Tlie C1U- sen Is an hivitatiou extended U

all our readers.
Wa invite a
lurge majority of tlie people to
your atore

These are cur leading blenc's
of coffee and it would be
hard to find anything

better.
WE Sl'I'XIAUZK
IN' Ol.'K. OWN LINK

h rpoexxxxxxxxxxxyooexxxxra
lit.

M.

HAVE US RtMOVE YOUR
GARBAGE
Clean your lot, oess-ioand
closet. One call per week at private houses 45o per month; two
calls per week, 75c per month.
ol

,

ft

Pbona 340

Room 4

GRANT BUILDING

Good
ROOM and BOARD
$1.00 a Week Up
MRS. M. E. NORRIS

110 East Coal Avenue
L. TRIMBLE & CO

C.&A. Coffee Co.
76

City Scaveogcr
Company

DENTISTS

TRY US

St.P,Bni

408 West Railroad Avenue

T. A rmijo BldQ

N

40c

Sjcd

'

-

Room 12

Angelus Blend

MI

N.

tl.t

Sad- -

4.(0 to 40.0t
Beat grade of leather In all haraesa
and saddle.
Part of harness kept 1D atock.
Unless yon trad with
w botS
lose meaey.

Residence 552

1CC5;

It.M

J

Attended

ALBUQUERQUE,

Fashion Blend

lllVi

Shop

.fill
14.

all leathsr. . .
Concord
Concord hear.
doable buggy,

TH0S. F. KELEHER

Shop Corner Fourth St. and Copper

25c

168 ',4
47

cle-

and Builder
Promptly

Harness,
Harness,
Harness.
Harness,

110.00 to 114 0
Single Surrey Harness 17.00 to 10. Ot
Single Buggy Harness (.10 to 10 0
Single Express Har- ntm- 11.00 to

Carpenter

Jobbing

Quality Blend

Team
Team
Team
Team

Celebrated Askew

ED. FOURNELLE

Prices: 75c, $1.00 and $1.50
Saatt on
at Mation'
Stpt. iOth at 8 0 clock

109'

Ave

For Particulars, Address
Sihtkk Superior..

Picturesquely Stuped and produced by the original New
York company,

124

CHARITY

OF

Comer 6th St. and New Yoik

Life.

,,

Southern Pacific
Union Pacific
United States Steel, ex. dlv
do. preferred

SISTERS

four act Drama of
American Frontier

A

i.'i-iiT- .

Secretary.

Ae.

f.tf.

BOARDING

Saturday, September 12

CO.

Cor. 3rd and Marqoetti

Native and t lil.g. Lumber. Slierwln-Wllllam- s
Paint Noaa Bt-liuildlna Km per. Plaster. Lime. Cement, f.lasa, tan. Itoora. Ble.

ST.

F. C.

on

J.

"TEXAS"

l.u-y- ."

O-nii-

.

8.

FINISHERS' SUPPLIES

AND

V

Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas City, Sept. 9. Cattle Receipts 14.000; steady to 10c h'ghcr;
southern steers, $3.20 4? 4.25; southern
Club."
cows, $3.00 W 3.35; 8tockers and feedeNow. -- get
We want you to
$2.80 6.00; bulls, $2.2503.25;
send In your name on the enclosed r-!,
form, together with 110 (any legal calves, $3.75 til t. 75; western steers,
cows,
$140
li tidi r goes exeept duo room checks) $3,754( 5.20; western
to K. C. Hullington and th. ri to go 3.60.
Hogs Receipts 9,000; 5c higher;
after your best friends nr some other
$6.6541 695;
heavy,
good fellow and see that lie gets into bulk of sales,
$6.904i 7. 0u; packers
and butchers,
line.
Tlie Important thing is quick action $.70fi 7.00; light, $6.50Q6.0; pigs,
on the start. We want to show a list $5.40Q 6.00.
Sheep Receipts 7,000; weak; mutof 7i to loo names at our next meeting. Will yours be one of them? -- He tons, $3.80414.25; lambs, $4.25 4? 5.65;
range wethers, $3,504 4.30; fed ewes,
who hesitate Is lost."
$3.2547 4.10.
Fraternally yours,

NO

tr

Last Season 's Big
New York Success

Ndu York Stocks.
New
York,
Sept. 9. Following
were closing quotations on the stock
exchange, today;
Amalgamated Copper
79 4
Atchison
91
do. preferred
9
New York Central
105
You Pennsylvania

!

: A.

FIRST TIME HERE ot

Spelter.

r

ROLLER SKATING RINK

St. Ixuiu Wool.
Sept.
.
Wool

Louia,

GRANDE LUMBhH

Phone

Ellis' Theater
NEW

4

Fhst National

210 SOUTH SECOND STREET

Tlie Hindoo Ring
Tlie Frontiersman'

LIMIT OF LAUGHTER

"The best yet" seemed to be the
universal comment of all who saw the
new bill of pictures at the rink last
night, but the limit of laughter was
reached in the film entitled "The
Gown;" the audience fairly
roared.
The Taft and Bryan pictures received their share of Applause from
their respective admirers.
"Held for Ransom" uhows a young
man harvesting a very bitter crop of
"wild oats," and depicts the devotion
of a mother for her baby. Some very
fine acting is Shown In this picture.
The entire list of films will be repeated tonight, and in addition Mrs.
Frank will sing, "I Turn From the
World to You," and "Sing Me to
Sleep," accompanied with violin obli-gatby Prof. Gibbs, whose perfect
interpretations with the bow harmonize so artistically with the equally perfect soprano.

Presented to every lady who attends the
Opening whether you buy or not. We
want you to corne because we want to
meet you and show you an innovation in
millinery styles and prices. We sell for
cash only, and that is why we can sell for
half what others' charge.

TODAY

AND GET OUR PRICES i

Mcintosh hardware co.
1HE

Thine."
"Darling."

'

1108.

3

tore

MALOY'S

The IJttlo Detective.
Vlft to Stockholm.
James lViys In MtwourL
The Candidate.
IIJA'STRATKD SOXGS
lore You and tlie World

0,

ATTENTION

wHJh

Amusements

SETT.

j

i rioi
HtiST
Second

O.V1.K.

ri.U)

AN i)

nuvxtii a "frMUJx
i) Minn Hougtu tua t
fed.

cat

T)l5R'UJs

:h
between Ceuir.l
8'ri
Copr v.uua.
IN

C'll

SCHOOL NEEDS
FOR

BOYS

AND

GIRLS

t gooj lead pencils
3

extra good lead pencils

1

Very large pencil tablets
Pencil box

Large school bags
5 nice handkerchiefs
Boys" extra good knee pants
Everything In shoes for boys
girls
Boys' wen made
hool suits
to U.oo at the

CASH

It
iOo

and
11 71

BUYERS' UNIOS
1:2 N$nb

iaeead

WM. DOLDE.

Proc

MIT

WE1M1AV,

.

!.

tab mrm

AT.PTTOTOTTK CITIZEN.

ride

Jheir r Biter sinmsuni.s
9

11

MINIATURE

Motels and Resorts
the

COAL

rtrlngs of loaded cars

MI

IS AN ATTRACTIVE

place adverFor Information concerning any of
tised in thin column and for descriptive literature,
call at Th Citizen office or write to the Advertising
Manager, Alb"iurque Oltlsen, Albuquerque. N. VL

EXHIBIllOfi

to the tipples,
where suddenly they are dumped. A
circular bridge spanning a canyon
was taken at a moment when a string
of black cars were moving out of a
mine and upon it. In this landscape,
oojects are presented with lifelike effect mine entry, track, trains, circular bridge, canyon, village, tipples,
mountains and sky. This panorama
near lielagua, on the
Is of scene
i.
Colorado & Southeastern (a coal
This mine Is one of the larg- In the United states, the largest
et
west of Pennsylvania.
The- pictures will also show a train
of cars moving out of the village and
go'ng to Trinidad. Another scene Is
of the delivery of a train of coal to
the Fanta Fe railway. In Delagua
the lens caught a train of fifty-si- x
cars of coal. The moving pictures
and stereoptlcon views are of both
New Mexico anj Colorado mines
Pelagua, Hastings, Gallup, and other
districts where the two companies op.
erute.
The negatives carefully have been
developed, printed and finished, end
will be perfectly mounted. Work on
the mountain, mine and picture room
Is progressing satisfactorily, and the
whole 8now wiu be ready for visitors
September 2'.).

ONLY FOUR

rall-roa-

AN IOE.VL EIJMMEIl AVD HRA1.TH

Cliff

dene-on-the-Pec-

Show the 'Aline, the
Work, tho Men and Have
Mining Picture Show.

II Will

RESORT.

os

-

i

SEPTEMBER 9 AND 10

TEAMS
HAVE

It

COLOMBO THEATEH

If You Need an Extra iBecl

ENTERED

KxiH-i-leThat at Intuit Two
More WUI Take Iurt In U10
Tournament.

lit

No additional teams have been entered for the territorial fair basebJ.ll
tournament.
At present the llnc-u- p
contain the following teams: Globe,
Ariz.; El Paso, Texas; Albuquerque
and ll igi rnian, N. M. However, there
are yet eleven days In which addi
tional teams may enter and it Is expected that Socorro and Santa Fe,
X. M , will be on the list before the
expiration of the time and possibly
Mortuci, Arix. Trinidad has cold feet
and will not enter. Captain Webster
hopes to hold his Job as the real thing
at Trinidad again next year and want
to close the season with the laurels
gathered on his own mole hill. A
number of the Trinidad players, however, want to be In the big tournament, and may come here on their
own hook with a number
of local
players and represent some county In
,
New Mexico.

mile from Row
hllla on the Pecoa river, t
Located among pine-cla- d
8. F.
Good hunting and Ashing
ration on the main Una of the A. T.
make thl the most delightful reaort In New Mexico. We meet train Wed-ead- aj
and Saturday. Parties coming on days not atated kindly writ me.
The mountain, coal mine, tcreop
Kate $1.10 per da. IS. 00 per week. Meals tOc. Transportation from atatlon ticon vie wand mavlng picture show
f l.VV.
Mr. H. K. Herrmann. Row. N. M.
which t;ie American and the Victor
Fuel companies, of Denver, will have
exposition
on the
International
grounds, during the two weeks of the
Irrigation conNational
Sixteenth
gress. Albuquerque, N. M., September
John S. Mitchell
A. C. Bilicke
10, is designed by J. C.
LOS ANGELES
Osgood, who Is a large owner and the
guiding spirit of these properties, to
NEW FURNITURE.
TWO NEW ELEVATORS
be more than a uiveision for the
NEW PLUMBING
amusement or entertainment of vlsl- NEW
tors. It will be a great show, to be
Fifty Thousand Dollars Worth of Improvements made this season for
The Tucson Browns defeated Phoecure, probably the most attractive on
Safety,
Cca.fort
and
Ocnvecierce,
nix in three games played Saturday,
the grounds, affording infinite pleas- H4VE STRONG CAST
Sunday and Monday, by the following
ure for the people. For it will be a
New Mexico
scores: 7 to 0, 6 to 4, 6 to 2. Morencl
realistic representation of the operatheir
tion of a western coal mine, and the
FOR AMATEUR SHOW defeated the fast Globe team on
Electric Car to and from Railway Depots, also Leach and Kcuttain Rehome grounds Sunday and Monday
illusion will be so perfect that, for
Ever
Mote
U
ban
Cafe
Hotel
1
sorts, stop at our deer The Hclltatxck
minutes of the pano-rumthree straight by the following scores:
the forty-fiv- e
beholders, forgetting the big "lui'mon ami rthins" Will lie
Sunday's game, Morencl 2, Globe I;
tl
Monday's first game, Morencl 6, Globe
world Just beyond the thin wall of
by I Kill Talent SepMonday's second game, Morencl a.
the "mine," will be lost In contemtember 24.
Globe I.
plation of the lifelike spectacle,
Rehearsals for the play of "Damon
Hewever, it will be mor than a
The Wlnslow baseball team ha
spectacle. Ileally, its prime purpose and Pythias," to On given on the J4th,
t
intelligent and are showing that the cast will be started on a three weeks' tour I
is to Illustrate
thoughful men and women that the without doubt the strongest eVer got- southern Arlsona. They will play :n
practical operation of a well appoint- ten together from local amateur tal Prescott, Phoenix, Tucson, Blsbee,
ed and properly managed coal mine, ent. Tne majority or the members Douglas, Globe, Clifton and Morencl,
in the w est Is not without philan-- are experienced and have little right and probably return this way.
Day
Garden
Beer
Night
and
Open
Resort
Summer
The Im to be classed as amateurs, in fact.
trophy and benevolence.
Best of Liquors, Cigars and Lunches
provised mine and the pictures all The cast has been revised In several
CLASS
will show this, end probably thejlll parts in order to make the play the GRADUATING
greatest artistic success.
Joe R.
Rooms
ON THE CAR USE
be the ilrst of the kind ever presentassigned
the
Scottl, who was at first
ed to the human eye.
WILL BE LASS
Mr. Osgood, by the treasury of the role of Dlonysius, has been placed In
bill,
companies, pays the bill, which the part of Pythias heading the
two
JOE DLL FRATE,
PHONE 312
will run into eight or ten thousand with John H. Crum, as Damon. Mr.
to Tum Out t'.ic
the best known Vnlvcrslty Kxpi-c- t
dollars, and John McOowan and E. Scotti Is perhaps
HlgjrOKt In Its lllWory Tills Year
H. Moorman, both of Denver, are di- amateur In Albuquerque and has a
XoW-From tho School.
Pythias will be the
P
Mr. Moorman, host of admirers.
I.IMIXI HOT SPRINGS HOTEL, Loa Angeles. Tim most curative tret-ui- nt recting the enterprise.
greatest
essayed
deever
and
he
has
role
original
who
lines,
of
an
architect
scenery, ooul uouan bruese. Hot Spring
for rheumatism.
faculty
monthly
The first regular
signed the spectacle, made a close he will establish a new reputation for
water In every room, no noise, no dust, no tips. Street car to door. Pamphlet study
In
meet'ng wa held Wednesday.
of coal mines, and, from knowl. himself.
at OtUcn of floe or by writing Dr. G. W. Tape, Medical SupC
Mr. McCarty, who directs the per structors in all of the departments
edge so gained, has constructed this
formance, will take the role of report that the best grade of work
snow.
has been the
a
wood,
Dlonysius,
of
begins
shell
a
with
the greatest stage tyrant In ever done In the school
It
These rule for the first month of the year.
hundred or more feet In diameter, the whole realm of drama.
Considerable
routine work was
made in the form of a mountain. heading the bill, with Elwood Al- applications
for
&
and
transacted
bright
foppish
slope!
Dam
as
a
courtles.
Is
the
of
this
shelter
Into the side
entrance. In exact Imitation of the, odes, Paul, Scott as th vacillating graduation were passed upon. The
the In
COPPER and THIRD
mouth of a coal mine. In the east politician, Phillstlus, M. T. McGuln largest class In the history of
this year.
side of the mountain, coal will be ness, as the braggart soldier, Procles stitution will be graduateddepartments
from all
stowed so as to form the galleries Nye Q. Martin as the faithful slave to It numbers present.
Imported and Domestic Groceries and Liquers
And there will
twenty at
an.l rooms and all the ramifications Damon, Ldcullus, Alice J. Crum
seniors enI
of a mine. These will show the main the devoted Grecian wife, Hermlon, likely be several more
rolled.
as
beautiful
Agnes
tracks,,
M.
the
empty
.Scott
entry, and
Pure Lucca Olive Oil a Specialty, Liquor by the
...
. and . loaded
. .
Work on the buildings Is now abeut
and Miriam
4 with rooms turneii anu piiiar sianu-4- 1 sweetheart,'. Calanthe,
Glass or Gallon, Beer by the Bottle or Case, Family
complete and no Inconvenience Is felt
will
the
elve
inir I'alnt
Droner effect Cook as the vain glorious mother-I- n
on thl ac
aiisfaction Guaranteed.
wUl be law, Arrla, will make up a cast that In study or recreation
Trade Solicited
ijof length and depth. There
no miners lamps use, or course, ior could scarcely be excelled even In the count
Considerable enthusiasm Is develthey would All the mine with smoke. larger cities. In all there will be
Phone 1029
Call, Phone or Send for Solicitor.
Instead, soft electric lights will Illu- over forty people In the' performance, oping among the students in athletics.
are
minate the mine. Ventilation wiM be 'Twenty of the most prominent bus! Both foot ball and baseball teemsregu
first
made in the galleries by hidden blow, ness ana professional men will ap being organised and the
lar foot ball practice was held t
ers, which will cause strong currents pear In the great senate scene.
"Damon and Pythias," as Mr. Mc l avof air. In the same way, the rooms
oid student of the University en
and crosscuts will be ventilated. Visi- Carty presents It, will leave none of
on
tors will feel the effect of these cur- the lapses so frequent In the average Joyed a visit from Frank Light
Is
rents, but, as in a regular coal mine, amateur performance. In fact. It will Thursday and Friday. Mr. Light
many embellishment Impos- on his way to England to take up his
I
will not perceive their source.
Oxford university under the
It is a popular belief in some quar- sible to the professional performance studies In scholarship
awarded to him
ters that coal mines are full of on the road. It will be filled with the Rhoades
telephone
The
th
telephone make
Til
damps, foul uir, and hidden death- sound of clashing arms and will pre last year. He expressed himself
yonr health, proton
your Ufa
duties lighter, tk care lee
traps, but he or she who will observe sent to th eye a continuation
of highly pleased with the Imprevements
.
and protect yonr
nd the worries fewer.
carefully in this miniature mine, and beautiful and stirring tableaux. Every being made on the hill. The stu
dents gave him a rousing farewell
will study the pictures afterward, will citizen should appreciate the effort
carry away a very diffeent impres- the Pythlans are making to presen demonstration at the train when he
Friday night.
sion. The mine will show cars load- tho lesson of this grand old play to departed Hodgln
TOU NEED A TELEP HONE IN TOUR BOMB
whs the hostess ai
Mrs.
ed and cars empty. All the devices the community and attend the per
very delightful luncheon given et her
of safety In the operation of a coal formance.
home Saturday to the ladles of the
mine will be shown, and a practical
faculty and the wives of the gentle
miner will attend visitors and deI,ATN
TOO
TO CLASSIFY.
men members of the faculty. Four
liver a short lecture.
FOR SALE Complete outfit of ta teen ladies were present. The affair
From the mine, visitors will be tak.
bles, chalrsfl counters, dishes, cookwas thoroughly enjoyable.
en to the west side of the cavern,
ing utensils, etc., of Navajo hotel.
Chester F. French, the well known
where moving pictures and stereopAmerican Lumber Co.
Albuquerque undertaker, has offered
tlcon views will be shun. This will
be the climax of the exhibition, and FOR RENT Houses furnished and a prize In the department of oratory
unfurnished, S, 4, t and ( rooms. for an oratlonal contest to be held
will consist of general views of the
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Mr. French Is
W. II. McMllllon, real estate broker, later in the year.
of a coal mine, and of the
greatly Interested In this work and
211West Gold.
tores,
offices, miners' houses,
tipples, hospital and moving cars, FOR SALE Second hand buggy and has taken this means of showing his
Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Fiintkote Rooting
harness. W. II. McMllllon, 211 West Interest. The students thoroughly ap
leaded and empty, outside. The loadpreciate his generosity.
Gold.
ed cars will come out of the mounAlboqoerqae, New Mexico tainside and move to the tipples and
First And Marquette
be dumped. The empties will move
back Into the hole In the mountain
OIIVDIjOCK IX IOWA
Here, also, aerial
for more coal.
GEORGE IS POPULAR
SENATORIAL FIGHT tramways will be shown. All these
will
pictures. The stereopDes Moines. Sept. 9. The first balviews will be of somewhat simitlcon
In
the
senator
lot
United
State
for
WITH SANTA FE FOLKS legislature here today resulted In a lar scenes, but they will be stationreceived t5 ary, as pictures upon a wall. The
deadlock.
Cummins
votes, a gain of one over yesterday. scenes will be of the mines in the
New Jliv-- r Mechanic lias lie"i With The standpatter vote solidly against Trinidad district of southern Colorado, and of mine at Gallup in New
Cummins, scattering their votes.
Hurlow Goe
KimuI for Veur
Mexico.
Another vote will be taken
The negatives for the moving picto Point lUulunoiid.
FOR
tures were obtained by a novel and
every
original
method,
ti.i
e
the
and
It is not what you pay for advertl
W. A. George, who come to Albuof the nMChlne was tirmd.
tig,
but what advertising
PAlfc crank
querque to succeed E. II. Harlow as VOL',
a
It
was
sec
md,
once
hlch
about
that makes It valuable. Ov (est the companies
one dollar and a
master mechanic at the local Santa rate are lowest for equal aervlo.
half. Huwevi r, the scheme was to
Fe shops, ha been In the Santa Fe
111:1 ke a
g'.ul show, and money was
family for twelve or fifteen years.
Good for lUliouvncss.
1J.
not ensi.U-redIf. Buckwulter,
Mr. George first became Identified
"I took two of Cnumberlaln's Stomi'f Denver, was the photographer.
with the Santa Fe on the Colorado
Liver Tablet last night, and
T!.e negatives were
Southern, when the Santa Fe was op- ach and
from a
fifty per cent better than I have moving Hat car. l.'pon made
forward
the
erating that road, lie was general f feel
r weeks," says J. J. Firestone of Alcixl of the car was the lens, and beforeman for the Santa Fe at Needle
before going to Wlnslow, from which legan, M.ch. "They are certainly a hind a locomotive slowly pushed the
place he comes here. A feast wUl bo f ne article for b.liousness.'' For sale car along. It who a wide angle lens,
so forme.) as to take In all objects
laid at the Alvarado tonight which by all druggists. Samples free.
in fiont of or on ilther side. It was
will serve the two purposes of giving
KOI Gil DRY.
Mr. Harlow
the eye of a fly. its v!slon Inclu ling
a farewell and Mr,
George a welcome. Mr. Harlow, wac
the lurge.-- t and the most minute obDo you know what this means?
jects. .o spectators, beholding these
came here over a year ago from the
picture", will be possessed of the Illucoast lines, was a very popular and not ask our drivers to explain it
sion of moving through a populous
well liked master mechanic and his you.
iMpEitiAi.
hospitals, btores, cabins,
LArxnnv.
si ttiemer.t
family w ill be missed by a large num(hurehfs. people. horsi-s- ,
ber of Albuquerque people, who re1
TO
RET.
mules, does.
N1XSOX A 2
cats, chicken. car-- ,
gret their departure bat are glad of
the tlianiways. Indeed. It will be the life
.San Francisco, Sept. 9. For
Mr. Harlow's promotion. Point Richthird time within two years Battling and action of a mining camp, and the
mond, w here he has been ordered,
ene of the moat ln.arOat oafloa o Nelson, the lightweight champion, and beholder will not "come to" until he
to the outside and scej trie
Joe Gans, who held the title over six
the Santa St.
WllUan ,
fennartr road fore- years, are to meet thl afternoon 1 upn day again.
119 South Second Street
Trie lens took cars coming out of
Ur.
wi.'.
man of
aesd
1
or entering the black mouths of the
lted to 45 roundi. Nelson Is a 2 to
GeCTC.
s4
mines, electric locomotives drawing
favorite.
low, Ariz.

HOLLENBECK HOTEL

I

riRE-PROOriN-

O

for your company during Fair Week, this will.beji 1
the article for Jycu. Steel Couches and Davenpoitt1

-

from $5.50 up to $17.50 T
SEE WINDOW DISPLAY

Haadquarters for

a,

Pre-wntc-

ALBERT FABER

Saloon
Cold Star
TOWN
OLD

S

l?g

We Just Received a Carload
of the Famous

Nicely Furnished

STOVES and RAN GEO

Prop.

i

a

I

Montezuma Grocery

Liquor Co.

The

Every

Old

Stovt

Reliable
Line

I

i

A MALLEABLE 8TEWART

The Best Line Ever Brought Into ThislCity.

Convenience - Comfort - Security

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
)UKOKKJUKJ0X

lijf Albuquerque Lumber Co

vil-li'g- e,

in.-hi-

4M.4444t4t444mm444m44T4H44444

We're Awfully Busy
Taking Orders

u

A. E. ANDERSON

4

.

Tailored Suits

...

,

I

"OLD

RELUBLI"

BTABUSHaTD

1171-

L. B. PUTNEY

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUF, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries ths largest and Most

;

xclusiv Stock of Staal
the Southwest.

Oreer1

ba.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENX'B.

ALXTJQTTXUtQTJB.

mwmtt

N.

DR. CHAS. A. FRANK
Physician and Surgeon

ROOMS 4 AND 5 IJAKNETT BLDG.
Hours

9Jo II A.M.

2 to 5 P. M.

TELEPHONE

7 to 8 P. M.

1079.

ooxooocx

1

For Fit, Style and Quality
They are Unexcelled

Reynolds & Lokenj

1

nfJu,

-

MONTmifilA TRUST CO.
nwvftGfssvm

rrswi

ALBUQUCRQUC

C3$!!8! .in J SlirplOS, S1G0.0G9

MEN'S FURNISHINGS

INTEREST

ALLOWED

ON

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

9

TmXm SIT.

S1E
I'jrilS

TFJNnsIAY,

DUIIfl

ELECTRIC

THE

WILL DEFEND HIS TITLE

Let us present a few facts on the subject
of advertising for your consideration

rtcturcsquc Resident

of Spo- It Has Reached Greatest Efficiency In ihe Navy. Which
kane Would be Chief ExecuHolds the KiCTd.
tive of His State.

Next to having goods of merit to sell is the importance of letting the
public know that you;have them. Here is where careful thought should
enter into the proposition. Much money is wasted by the thoughtless
choice of advertising mediums. In every city is the clever solicitor for
programs, calendars, handbills, and all sorts of schemes in which your ad
may look pretty, but where it is not read, and consequently b 'ngs no
returns. When you buy newspaper space you are sure that your advertise
ment will go into the homes of the subscribers and will be read by them
and, if you have what they want, they will come to your store
and buy
The same good judgment should govern in your choice of newspapers.
We maintain that the evening paper is the better medium, because
it goes
to the home at a time whenhe entirefamily has time to read it and plan
a shopping trip for next day

Seat. I. With great
awn and mystery the daily press, la
g
speaking of the
ermine
of our navy, teiU of the great scarch-ligli- u

Spokane,
Wash., Sept 9. Uall
Sportsman, pur-t- r
Durklnt
to ttve thirst of mankind, for
mmmr patron
of dog and chicken
aushlang, "a man of hit, word," also
01 substance and of the people, he
a. possible governor of Washing-isi- u
He la a candidate for the Deino-ci.ili- e
nomination. If he gets It and
m
number of votes ln Novem-'- r
the great cornmonwealtn of the
t... northwest will have the most
1 ctuntque chief
executive ln the

Jkmlt

globe-circlin-

when flash from oalikehlp to
battleship. Those great moving fingers of light extend for miles over the
ocean, picking up the different fighting craft and Uiuminal ng the inter
esting a. glim on the distant shore. And
i
tlie giunt pencils of light rea.cn
high in ahu lieaveiui, signalling from
ship la ship.
ft is not generally known that tke
searchlight consist of a powerful arc
aii.iil.
jnumle im willing. Whether he ligat similar to iho ones Illuminating
lead now rents with the people. our city streets and store. Tkose
Ill taut spoken for himself ln the pub. powerful lights are so enclosed '.hat
Ik; prints.
In
large, frank, breezy the light ruys may be concentrated by
M'watxiper ads, for which he has! means of mirrors antll they are nearly parallel.
hU own good money.
For this purpose a parat&ilogists of Jimmie there are! bolic, r a corneal curved tnlrrvr is
ity. They do the best they can used.
aud that Is a lot. but when Jimmie
Some remarkable claims have been
his. praise is like a song, and made as to the range of searchlights,
arguments like a supreme court one authority stating that the beams
taHsic
of light can bt soen 100 miles away,
His expansive ad U a declaration when weather conditions are rigat.
Te My Fellow Citisens of the Com- The record scents to be held by the
mon People f tbe Stat a of Wash- - navy. When tke Newark and the
Charleston were lying in the Kiver
1 want the Job to be the next Platte, hi the vicinity of Montevideo,
era or of your state," is the way Uruguay, under exceptionally good
tart off. After thus advising the conditions of the weather and clouds,
er what's what, he proceeds:
signals were exchanged between the
'I believe that when a man as- - two vessels when tliey were lying siX- to public office he should throw
A
ar.W- mllefl flnart
open for public Inspection 'light will have a ranee of thri miiun.
U ha
stand on his past that is to tay. an obj.-e- t three miles
.
reword, let him go away back and sit away from the light will be brilliancy
1
,.w--- r
owned bulldogs and 'and distinctly illuminated. Not long
Chickens. Fought them? Yes. ' ago a test was made at the Brooklyn
,..
x
goi in otner renowr navy yard of one of their powerful
T because I had the best I saw lights intendud for uao on shinb.ia.rJ.
errors of the past, and have not Tne shaft of l.glit was turned in the
this Ince 1890. There is good direction of th Tinna h.i Mim n- 011,1
n me- - "d more bad than proximately three miles distant, and
food. But. whenever 1 have while the observers In the tower at
,tavoa my word as a business mm Brooklyn could not see any ene on the
ood has always come in first,
rof of the Times building, a man,
vl
broken that word In a stationed there, looking
the search-tartness way, and I have been- - In nsnt. was daizk-- by Its atbrillhmc.
At
years.over
30
boj.ness
0ne time the light was turned on a
Uoes ihe fact that Jimes runs a',,ant abeut the same distanee
frsm
In Spokane count aga.n.-r- t hi.nr the tower, but in the direction ot B'laU
t0
thU:
si'-'lresults. A thlrty- if.I have been in the whisky bu.-- l- bU3h- - with ar
lnch projector on
summit of ML
;
tor tne past 30 years and am Washington is usedthe
to show the tour- rUll In it. with no regrets or apolo- tm! beauties of the surrounding
malu t0 anyone.
I have mcm.uuns. when turaed on the Viz- ltaseJ to conduct my business, and j,4U bourne monument.
1200 feet away.
auceeoded In doing it, as well Uu. wnument looms up sharply rom
ny banker.
Abraham Lincoln the background.
mm .u wnisay;
ne maae you a good
Tlle arclUight atUins iU greatest
jraaldent. Gen. Grant drank whisky; J usefulness in the navy during actual
"U
iiTV CB. Whi n V n. t Anahnr on a
.m aood president , And I know no
dark night,
the enemy's ships
reason why I have not the business nomeM'here in with
the vicinity, these great
juallflcsttions, along with the aeces- - i ghts are worked
constantly, sweep' auy honesty, that should go with it,
ing the horizon, stopping now and
to snake you as goad a governor as thcii
to investigate suspicious
.sm ever sat la the governor's chair." Then, too, the navy makes use objecji.
of the
39e doesn't care for the salary. "It projectors in signalling
from one ship
Tim the honor of being chosen your
to another.
Uncle bum's ships are,
aa wealth ln the main, equipped
which I covet. So
.rfclef
with thirty-inc- h
' m money goes, I have allfar
that I want.
projectors. Some of the vessels,
saying
4 la
that I know that I notably the Massachusetts, are equipstave more money than all the rest ped with
h
projectors.
at the Durklns who are left back In
fow sixty-Inc- h
There
a
searchare
'
y
go
salas-will
to char- lights
Inland." The
la use. The New Hampshire is
equipped with two sixty-inc- h
projectA Baptist minister la Spokane once ors and the
one.
Connecticut
with
deco-rattl he would like a chance to
Monte idea of the alee of the large
a aaiooa window with a black
' border and aa Imaginary devil ln the projectors may be obtained from con
sotne of the data on a sixty- caater. "I gave him the chance," sidering
projector,
which weighs 6000
inch
amsw Ourkln in Ms ad. "and In a
requires for Its operation
pounds
ctrarcta lectare aterward
he said about ISand 1 horse power.
Both
surtla la a man of his word.' "
Dur-- 1
'""u
passing
let
be
said
it
te
that
1
.
Inches ln diameter, the
a monument In a i carbon
baa
, is
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Goes into the home in the evening and is read there where the whole family has a chance to see it. A morning paper is often carried to the office
by the man of the house, who does not have time to read the ads, but only
skims over the news headings.
We have a large number ot letters giving the opinions of big advertisers who use evening papers almost exclusively. We will publish these
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letters from day to day.
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taa (sreacher'a commendation as his
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Then Durkln goes on to say, sarcastically:
"Of course, I am doing
tins aa a joke to get before the pub-H- e
and jump into the limelight. I
advertised one for cits. In Spokane.
:asM of it hours I was the proud
OoswMSor o 384.
"I said I did It as a joke. If you
i araat to. you can by voting tor me,
biggest joke ever
V perpetuate the
on the railroads and
They would
In this state.
aot And tee a ioke, or make me

ed

ae."

"At the time
Ourkin continues:
f the agitation as to what Presl- dtmt Roosevelt would do at the
of his teroa of ofliee, I set-atthat (juestloa 84 far as I was
able, by offering bo. hire him as my
at a salary of
.adtertUiua; agen
8S.00I per year for five years, guar- aateed by a bend jrlrefe by the Union
"Ttaast 'o. f aptifcajie, te the amount
1160.000 thi erosa a man who
aaver had a piece as fresh meat until
tia was ( yeacs olsl; and, looking back
a H now, I think K was a piece off
aae neck. Iluwevec, It was the best
piece of meat I hate ever eaten."
ed

aaj
lie urgs the farmerssupport,

about 1,200,009 candle pow. ..
Each ship la now equipped with
portable searchlights, which are rt
all times available for use In connection with landing parties. It Is expected that. In the future, these outfits will be of valuable use to sueh
parties. They have never been given
an cttml trial in warfare, as they
have only come Into use since the
Spanish war. Each of these portable
lights consists of two parts. On one
carriage is mounted the generating
apparatus, and o the other is a projector and a drum on which Is wound
long insulated cables. The genoratir
Ih driven by a little gasoline engine of
nix horse power, and the electricity Is
transmitted to the searchlight through
he cables uncoiled" from the saarch-Hircarriage drum.
Is

ht

Well Named.
Chamberlain j Collo Cholera
Diarhoea Remedy Is well named.
pains ln the st mach, cramp colic
diarrhoea It has no equal. For
by all druggist:-- .

and
For
and
sale

STAGE TO JEMEX, I.KAVK 111
WflHT
01.I EVERY MORNING AT
5 O'CLOCK- -

t

Bnt TrraimrDt for a Burn.
tf for ne other reason. Chamber-'aln'- s
Salve should be kept In every
boosehold on account ot its. great
value In rae treatment of burns. It
aAaye the aln almost Instantly, and
aiiliaa the Injury Is a arvere one, heals
tne parts without leaving a suar. This

.

salve la also nnequaled for chapped
rraoda, sore nipple and diseases f
rhe skin. Price, ti cents. For sale by
. all druggists.

The rapid Increase hi our hnne-la due lo kimmI work and fair iwi-- ,
ami of oar pernios. Hublia Laun
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Weather Bulletin t
For the week ending Monday, September 7. 1M8.
Santa Fe. New Mexico Tuesday,
September S, 1908,
The weather throughout the week
was very characteristic
of the first
few days of September.
In the -- ountles of Santa Fe, Sandoval, Rio Arriba and San Juan, and in
most of the southwestern part of the
territory the rainfall was very light;
practlca'ly everywhere else there was
aa much as' the normal amount AH
of the showers were of short dura
tion and there war the Usual amount
of bright sunshine, except In locall- tiia of KJ.Iy, McKlnley and Socorro
counties.
There were gome quite warm days;
'he fcth was. at numerous stations, al.
roost as warm as any day during the
uii.mer. Th. nights were cool, but
tnere were ro unseasonably low
rr

ie;orted.
Remarks of GurrcKiitrnM.

Chaves Co. Roswell, U. S. Weather Bureau: The total precipitation
was 1:18 Inches, 1.12 of which fell on
the 1st; the maximum temperature
was 8 degrees on the 4th and the
minimum was 58 on the Slst.
Colfax Co. Dorsey, George T. Lambert: The maximum temperature was
ss degrees; the minimum was 45 and
the total rainfall was 0:28 Inch.
Dona Ana Co. Agricultural College, Frank Stockton: The maximum
temperature was 93 degrees on the
4th and Sth; the minimum was 69
on the 4th; the total precipitation
was 0.28 Inch. Rlncon, Chaa.
II.
liaitt: The maximum temperature
was 9ft decrees nn the Rth; the minimum was ii on the Bth; the total
precipitation was 0.94 Inch.
F.diy
W. II. Frank-lanThere was only 30 per cent of
sunshine during the week; the total
precipitation was 1.10 Inches; the
maximum temperature was 88 degrees on the ird. and the minimum
was 67 oa the 1st.
Giant Co. Lonlstiurg, J. H.
n fr, Inch of rain fell on the
Id. mill was the only precipitation
during the week; the maximum temperature was 91 degrees on the Sth
d:

Me-Clur-

Plane aa ad. In T1e Otlwn and
watoti U wurss tor yoa.

fr

Iteaolved that all orderr
s pal lee of any and a i'" '
and for all pnrposei be msS iTtt
oa tke regular reaulslt n ..
'
:
of the Irrigation
purpose,
vtded for that
and sa
reqniarJon mast be alg. J V
chairmaa of the audltle ,
aalttee, or in his abanee by ii
acting ehairaian; that all bill
mast
be proper!?
Ineairod
voucher d before payrneDt as a
aadlted at ariy meeting i? 'S
by
auditing eommlttee,
rh
nr
chairman of said eommltte
In his absence by the a"tlns
chairman.
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BAD BLOOD

"IIIE

copper-colore-

'

Adv. Mgr.

THE BENNETT CO.
Omaha.
"The evening paper I beat! Sure!"
WM. KLUNB, JR.. Adv. Mgr.

FAXR"

LEASLItE

Erie.

CO.

D

New York Cltjr.
"We consider the evening paper the
best medium for department store
advertising."
A. B. PECK.

CULLENDER, M'ATJSIiAN A TROUP
CO.

Providence.
"We consider the evening paper
better aa a general thing, for it I
usually the home paper."
WM. C. ELLIOT, Adv. Mgr.

Adv. Mgr.

BROS.

"We consider the evening papers
best by all means, finding by Inquiry
that the people do not have time or
take time In the morning to look a
paper through."
H. T. LEASURB

WM. HENGERER

CO.

Buffalo.
"We do most of our advertising In
the 'evening papers."
DB V. PORTER, Adv. Mgr.
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part of the week was fair and favor

able for harvesting.
Santa Fe Co. Santa Fe, U. S.
Weather Bureau; The weather was
generally clear aad somewhat warmer than normal; the maximum
was tta degrees on the 6th
and the minimum was 46 on the 1st;
the total rainfall was a trace.
Sierra Co. Lake Valley, Wm. P.
Kell. During the lirst part of the
week the nights were cool and the
wind was variable; during the lat er
part the wind was from the north;
the 1st wai a very cool day; the total precipitation for the week was
0.0d inch; heavy rains fell ln the
mountains to the west of here.
tern-peatu- re

Co.

Soi-iiit-

Rosedultf,

V. H. Mar-

tin; The weather was cloudy; the
totai precipitation was 0.44 inch; the
maximum temperature was 7 7 degrees on the 4th and the minimum
was 50 on the 31st.
Union Co. Albert A. Knell: The
first part of the week was cloudy and
cool; the latter part was clear and
the temperature was moderate; 0.47
Inch of rain tell on the night of the
id; the highest temperature was 91
degrees on the 4th and the lowest
was S9 on the 1st. Folsom, Jackson Tabor:
The week was very
pleasant, but rather cool; there was
a very light rain on the 2d, but
there has been no thunderstorm since
the day of the big flood; grass Is
making a good start; the maximum
temperature was 79 degrees on the
3d; the minimum was 41 on the 1st;
the total precipitation was a trace.
MONTROSE W. HAYES.
Section I' rector.

J. D. Eakln. President
Q. Qloml. Vlo President.

Caaa. Mellnl, gears tary
Treasurer.

O. BMheehl,

Consolidated Liquor Company
MEliIXI

EAKrx,

sceesare te
aDd BACHECHI

GIOMI

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
vmrythlog la Hock to outfit tbo
most fmttldlta bar oomploto
Have
appoints exclusive agents In the
and St IxMihT A. B.
srhlits. Win.
IvISrte?
W. II. Mo Braye,-- .
ItlTrr.
Vdar BroVk7Su
niro
Monarch, and other brands of whiskies too numerous E
Wm kmmp

ln--

Iip

UtLi
HunTI
iidoe?

WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS
But sell the straight article a received from tc
Distilleries and Breweries In the United
lal! aad taJSlol
our Stock and prices, or write for Illustrsted
catalogue and Prlee
List. Issued to dealers only

8es.
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Subscribe for The Cltlien today.
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SIMrspX-CRAWTOR-

Cincinnati.
"Best results from evening papers.
The only time I use a morning paper
Is Sunday, for Monday's buslnec. Balance of the week the evening papers
do the work to my entire satisfacW. H. 8CHRADER.
tion."

When bad bloxl is caused from an infection of the circulation by the

mouth and throat,
splotches on the body, swollen glands in
the groin, falling hair, sores and ulcers, etc. These general symptoms,
affecting all parts of the body, show how deeply poisoned the blood
becoii'es, and emphasizes the dangerous character of the trouble. If allowed
to remain in the system the disease will finally wreck the health and break
down the strongest constitution. No medicine can cure Contagious lUo..
Poison which does not rid tlie circulation of every particle of the virus.
S. S. S. is the one real and c itain cure; it poe", down to the very bottom !
the trouble, an.l by removing every trace of the y isnn, r.ti:l adding rich
healthful finalities t the Mood, f :rever cares this powerful disorder. S. S.
Is the most reliable of all bio. d purifiers, end i'.s c u s::traU-1 ingredients
healthful vegetable entrants u i jv.iees esj evii.lly adapt it to curing tin
insidi his tro'.it'le.
Vrne for our home treatment b(M,k. which is a valuahk
aid in th tre;.t;nent of t'lc liferent stages i.f t.ie disuse, and ask fur uu
special uic&ial ttJviee you w.ii. No charge f r either.
TLJJ SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA. G.V

Adv. Mgr.

THE BAILEY CO.
Cleveland.
"Evening by all means. Eighty
per cent of department store customers are women. They read the evening papers."
J. S. M'CARREXS. Adv. Mgr.

rims of Contagious Blood I'oison, it usually shows in the form of ulcerated

"
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and the minimum was 6 on the 3d
Guadalupe Co. Santa Rosa, John
Li. Chapman:
The maximum tem
perature was 95 degrees on the Ith
and the minimum was 54 on the Kth:
the total precipitation was 0.4 2 inch.
Lincoln Co. Fort Stanton. J. H
Bergman: The percentage of sunshine
wag quite low; showers oceurred frequently, and the temperature was
very moderate.'
Luna Co. Demlng, J. T. Clavton:
There was no rain; the maximum
was 2 degrees on the
oin ana the minimum was 64 on
the 4th.
McKlnley Co. Blackrock, Wm. J.
oilve-r- :
The weather was cool and
pleasaat, with a heavy thunderstorm
on the night of the 2d; much ueavle:
rains occurred In the vicinity; the total precipitation was 0.32 Inch; the
maximum temperature was 19 degrees on the 2d, 3d and 4th. Fort
Wlngate, Post Surgeon; 1.10 Inches
of rain fell on the 2d and 3d; the
maximum temperature was 8 7 on the
ith, and the minimum was 42 on the
1st. Manuelito, VT. a. L. Tarr: The
week was stormy; the severest storm
of the season occurred On the 3d;
the total precipitation was 0.41 inch;
the nights are growing very cool; the
maximum temperature was 82 degrees on the 1st, and the mlniniun
was 4 8 oa the 3d.
Otero Co. Cloudcroft.
Wm. tt.
Clack: The week was oool, with local showers.
Rio Arriba Co. Espanola, Frank
I). McBrlde: The total precipitation
for the week was 0.11 Inch on the
3d; the maximum temperature was
87 degrees on the 6th and the minimum was 47 on the 6th. Chama,
George Huth: 'There was no rain;
the maximum temperature was 81
degrees on the 31st and 4th. and
the minimum was 41 on the 1st
and 3d.
Sandoval Co. Casa Sulaear, Isidore Mora: The week was marked
by cool nights and warm days.
San Juan Co. Bloomfleld, Fred
LeClerc:
The weather was partly
cloudy and the nights were cool;
the maximum tenperature was 94
degrees and the minimum was 41;
the total rainfall was a trace.
San Miguel Co. Rorlda, John A.
Ttudulph: The total precipitation was
2.23 Inches, more than has been recorded In one week for' a long time;
the nights have been cool; the minimum temperature for the week was
37 degrees; the maximum temperature was 80 on the 4th; the latter

JOS. HOME CO.
Pittsburg.
"In caws' of special sales to male
them effective, the news must be published In large space the afternoon
before."
GEORGE HAMMOND.

Adv. Mgr.

'
w-

Their views are valuable.

ROTHSCHILD A CO.
Chicago.
"It Is my opinion that the evening
papers are more thoroughly read in
the home and this Is the aim of the
advertiser."
FRED A. SLATER.

WH, A. L.ARNED SNAPPED IN ACTION.
As thn sational lawn tennis tourna- - meeting him in Ihe challenge match.
ment at Newport draw to a doe old
has been practicing every day
flne
te defend the
Billy Lamed watches
the conttats an1
honor he holds. Soje younger man
with a keen eye, marking the play of mLV
run Off with th fhlnnlnn,hln
the men who are flghUng It out In but he will have to "go some" to put
ruu"u .or me aunur oi L.arnea sown and out.

n

work-Menc-

rally te Ms
and
ceases with the ' ssomenteus statement: "It Is up te you this year to
aee whom ye shall choose."

I9M.

Mr. B usmess M an

IN ACTION

GOVERNOR

,

NATIONAL CHAMPION WHO

SEARCHLIGHT

TO BE
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you Ve yet
to learn the bodily
comfort it gives in
the wettest weather
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FOR CATALOGUE

J. Korber

ANO

WHOLESALE

PRICE

& Co.

SERVICE

AND
GUARANTEED
WATERPROOT
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Citizen Want Ads for Results

WflDNFDAY, 6ETT.

.

IJOR

Some
Reasons

::
now

C

Philadelphia

64

77
79
78
67
61
53
44
44

York

Chicago
Philadelphia
Cincinnati
Boston
Brooklyn
St. Louis

ni

Omaha

.

12
15

II

..84
.117
.164
.139
Wayside
.491 WANTED Waitress.
219 W. Silver Ave.
.488
.443 WANTED Party who wants a
.317
paying Investment at a small
lay. Porterfleld Co., 216 West

lii tartly,that featall advertise
mm

sent receive their abara
of attention. It present
aUtle
the atora newe
ahead, giving the prospective purchaser time to
plan a shopping tour for
the next morning.

prhdt
vnn
a
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juvi julh nAtiv
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41

49

II
15
67

74
80

81
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Gold.

WANTED Experienced man or wj-mIn Albuquerque, a woman In
each county to seli ostrich plumes.
Mexican drawn work, waists, eta.,
at half retail prices, still make
large profits. Largest direct Importers selling through agents.
Write today for exclusive agency.
H. Goldberg A Sons, Omaha, Neb.

P.C.
.128
.817
.605
.549
.477
.417
.855
.352

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS

unimimmiiiiiiimiw

MONEY to LOAN

Navajo Blankets

SALESMEN

WASTED

an

Lost

Female Help

WANTED H'gh clas salesmen for
New Era Safety Accounting System
for banks, merchants and profesopportunity.
Wonderful
sionals.
Plow & Motter Co., 2511 Wabash
Ave., Chicago
WXnTED Salesmen tor guaranteed
used automobiles. All prices. Cars
rebuilt and guaranteed like new by
manufacturers. High commissions.
Great opportunity. Auto Clearing
House, S4t) Michigan Ave., Chleaao.
WANTED Representative. We want
a representative to handle Ford automobiles In Albuquerque and vicinity. Live hustler can easily clear
12,000 In season. Write with references at once. Ford Motor Company
Dept. H, Detroit, Michigan.
WANTEL Capable salesman to cov-New Mexico and Arlsona with
staple line. High commissions with
3100 monthly advance Permanent
position to right man. Jess H.
Smith Co., Detroit, Mich.
WANTED Salesmen for guaranteed
used automobiles, all prices, cars
rebuilt and guaranteed like new by
manufacturers, high commissions,
great opportunity. Auto. Clearing
House, 240 Michigan Ave., Chi-

Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels, also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOSB RECEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
Loans are quickly made and
1200.
strictly private.
Time: One month
Oooda remain In
to one year given.
your possession.
Our rates are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing
..'THE HOCSHOriiD LOAN CO. ..
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms, I and 4, Orant Bldg.
303
West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES
Open Evenings.
On

er

PHYSICIANS
DR. SOLOMON

e

new shipment.
Fine patterns and
Right prices at

Pliyslclaa and Buigeusv

A

Davis &Zearing

L. BCTtTOBr

Highland
1
fflca
Street.
Phoae 1030.
DBS, BRONSON

SoaU
BROXIO

Homeopathle Pnyaictaas aavt
Over Tana's Drag
Office 633; Reatdeoca 161a.

The House Furnishers
203 W. Gold Ave.

imiimiuiiimmiu

DENTISTS
DR. 4. K. KRAFT

JUST SNAPS
FOR 8 A LtT- - Rooming

bouse,
a bargain if taken at once.
FOR SALE Restaurant, good
paying business. Must be taken quick.
FOR RENT Store room,

Miscellaneous

Dental Surgery
Room S and S, Barnes
Over O'RleUy'a Drag
Appointment
aaade by

HIGHEST price paid for gunnysacks.
Phone 744.
Albuquerque Milling Co., south of
EDMUND
GAMES.
town.
J. ALGER, D.
YESTERDAY'S
FOR RENT Three rooms furnished
AOh-.MWAN IKD To sen guarandesired.
Piano
housekeeping.
if
for
Office
boors,
League.
to UxM
American
I a.
teed safety rasor; prise lOe; big
Inquire 211 8. Edith.
R. II.
1:34 to I i, n.
At Detroit
profits; every man who shaves buys
First
street.
5,
4.
Appointments
10
Good
and
FOR RENT
anade by Bass'
Detroit
one. Standard Supply Co., 2017
sv went central Avenue.
12
houses. Porterfleld Co., Ill West
Chicago
Whitman at., Cincinnati, Obi.
Oct
and
Travelers'
Accident
a
cago-.
and
Gold avenue.
Batteries: Klllian. WHlett
Health Policy. Money to Loan.
WANTED Agents, either sex, earn
L. U. CTLAMJiERLAIN, D.
Thomas; White and Sullivan.
FOR RENT Large, cool, luroisneu WANTED Salesman, experienced In
M. L. SCITOTT.
350 to 1100 per week selling exIn
general
any
to
trade
sell
line
Second
a
N.
rooms,
612
St
SI South Second Street.
quisitely embroidered pongea silk
R. H. E.
At Cleveland
New Mexico. An unexcelled spe
patterns. OOCXXX)CXX)CXXXXXXXXXXXX)CXJ
Office Cromwell Block.
patterns, dress
waist
0 5 0
proposition.
cialty
Cleveland
Commissions
SALE
FOR
ond Street and Gold A
drawn work waists. National Im
7 0
for
St. Louis
with 135.00 weekly, advance
Albuquerque, N. Ml
portlLg Co., Desk D. 99 Broadway.
MORE BARGAINS IN BAN CUES.
expenses. The Continental Jewelry
Batteries: Rhodes, Llebhardt and FOR SALE Underwood typewriter
New York.
Bemis; Pelty and Stephen.
Ohio.
Co.,
Cleveland.
Studio.
135. Mlllett
Oldest EHtabllHhrd Office fen
AGENTS wanted tor the most rapid
Albuquerque.
R. H. E FOR SALE Nine acres good valley WANTED Live, energetic men for
necessity
At Philadelphia
household
selling
oi
y
'"r"good
land
of
8
5
land, 4 miles out, partly In cultivaexclusive territory agency of "InNew York
Every woman buys one on
earth.
un,
1
center.
9
6
if trrifffttnn, fwwr aalle aurtii
dex" Kerosene Burner converts
tion, main ditch through
Philadelphia
sight Send 10 cents for sample
LAWYERS
.. fenced with barbed
coal oil Into gss gives one hun$450. Elder, 9 Armljo building.
Manning and Blair
to Sales ManBatteries:
information
full
and
manon
eandlepower
burns
dred
UUca,
Five-rooR. W. D. BRYAN
Dygert and Schreck.
ager, 132 Brlnckerhoof Ave.,
kill
house for
and cedar posts; tTM.OO
FOR SALE
tle Instantaneous seller. Write at
Co.,
$850, easy terms. Porterfleld
New York.
R. H. E
Company,
Lighting
once.
At Washington
Coast
Attorney at Law
216 West Gold avenue.
Sl.i.; PEK WORD Insorts ciasslfle .
1
Washington
92n Yesler Way, Seattle.
H.
papers
U.
In
leading
26
condi
good
In
in
ads.
box
1
FOR SALE Ice
I
Boston
Office First National Bank
Send for list The Dake Advert
First class all round
tion, 100 lbs. capacity, cheap. 124 SALESMAN
Batteries: Smith. Keely and Street;
Albuquerque, N. M.
Ing Agency, 437 South Mala street j
hustler to cover unoccupied terriSouth Arno.
Young and Donohue,
,'ly acres first clais Irrigated
tory selling staple line to retail
uoa Angeies.
frame house
FOR SALE Four-rooknowledge un- MARRT your choice. Particular peoE. W. DOBSON
Technics
trade.
luiul. three miles from the oily,
National League.
on Highlands, city water, can be
necessary.
Permanent to right
R. H. E.
ple, everywhere, introduced withhigh stale of cultivation,
small cash payment,
At New York
bought
urvler
with
Attorney at Lam
man. $80.00 weely. Expenses ad.0 4 3
Armljo
Brooklyn
out publicity; no fakes; details tree.
and $15 a month. Elder,
feiifcd with harhcri wire ami large
vanced. Frank R. Jennings, Sales
.1 11
Address, A. C, bos 1331. Los
New York
building.
cedar potM; price per acre, $75.0.
Office, Cromwell Block,.
Manager, Chicago.
Rucker and Farmer FOR SALE Fifty foot lot within one
Oal
Batteries:
Albuquerque, Ns M. to
Mathewson and Brisnahan.
SOPASTE
hospital
$250
AGENTS
AND
Introduce
AGENTS
t
I
SALESMEN
block of Santa Fe
Re-- ,
shops,
be
etc
over
building.
can
per
factories,
9
Armljo
week and
railroad
150.00
Elder,
,IRA 11, BOND
R. II. E.
At Chicago
moves grease dirt quickly; Immense
made selling New Campaign Nov
modern brick
AiMMit
100 acre
of ft rt clasn
FOR SALE
.3 9
Chicago .
Sella
profits.
Parker
amaslng
now
sales;
until election.
elties from
Attorney at Law
house, close In; fine large rooms,
Irrigated land, located four mile
.2 2
Cincinnati .
to stores, county fairs, picnics and
Chemical Co., Chicago.
$3,200: Elder, 9 Armljo building,
Batteries: Ruelbach and Moran;
town,
acres
50
of
mirth
of
Una
Complete
under
private families.
Pensions, Land Patents,
FOR HALE A fine. Hardman piano,
Rowan and McLean.
samples, charges prepaid, for 50c.
' Caveats, Letter Patents,
cultivation (bint year sua planted;
"HELP
MALE
rnoii as new. beautiful tone. A
Co.,
Novelty
Chicago
today.
Order
Marks, dalnaa.
In utteni), well fenced with four
R. H. E.
chance to possess an Instrument of
At Pittsburg
10 Wabash Ave., Chisago.
ASTHMA, hay fever sufferers, I have
SO F Street, N. W,
posta.
nn
and
cedar
main
unexcelled make at Just halt whatdltcb
..2
Pittsburg .
you
found a liquid that cures. If
,.0 5
li u worth. On exhibit at Whit- WANTED A real genuvns salesman.
St. Louis
rims through land, title perfect.
TUOS. K. D. MADDISOaL
want free bottle eend six cents in
a man who has ability and who will
son's M'jslc Store. 124 South Sc
CasnlU and Gibson
Butteries:
T,
postage.
stamps
Address
tor
tract,
rrtce
tne
wnoie
consclen-tousl- y
,:5Ujr
a
for
lor
as
us
and
hard
for
work
ond street Albuquerque.
ilaymond and Ludwlg.
Attorney at Law
Gorham. Grand Rapids, Mica. 471
short time only $0500.00.
Ttus
as he would for himself, to
Of flee 117 West Gold AveasM
Shepard Bldg.
E.
H.
R.
exclusively
Arlsona
represent
In
us
Is a snap for somebody.
At Boston
and New Mexico. We have a large, WANTED Traveling men and solic
..I 11
Philadelphia .
BANS-NELS- ON
...4 9
JOHN W.
tors calling on druggists, confectionwell known and In every way first
Boston .
ers, etc, covering Albuquerque ana
Advents.
class line ef Calendars.
Batteries: Sparks and Doom; uor- Attorney at
surrounding territory and states, to
Ing Specialties and Druggists La
ncr and Bowerman.
Bank Bldg. Albuquerque, M.
carry our celebrated line of choco
bels and Boxes, and our line la so
Wentem lxsiguo.
lates on good commission basis,
HtvJ Estate and Loans. Natary
attrsctlve and varied that each and
(Referee In '
R- - H.
Bowes Allegrettl, 35 River St., Chi
At Omaha
W. Gold Ave.
very business In every towD in the
Public
Sit
Office
phone 1172.
1
12 14
cago.
rwmhu
country, without regard to else, can
0 I
Dps Moines .
to
men
goods
By
lobbing
house,
WANTED
be successfully solicited. Our
Ratterles:' Hollenseck and oona
ARCHITECT
sell rugs, linoleum, etc., on commisare very attractive, but ne mora so
ws
ing; Boniar and Hecxinger.
prices,
and
sion. Men calling upon small trade
than our reasonable
1
F. W. SPENCXat
little
Comparatively
preferred.
know from the experience of others
R. II. E
Care
weight or bulk to samplav
At Sioux City
now In our
are
been
who
and
have
AfpWteot
....118 S8
Sioux City
.!,
REAL ESTATE, INSURANCE
"Un oleum." room 1201. No. 101
employ that any bright hustling
Pueblo . . .
Fulton, street. New Tork.
man who has good average ability
and Sheae
1121 South Walter Bt.
Freeman
It
Batteries:
and Is wiling to work can make
Fitsgerals and Mlts.
Sporting World is Guessing as with us from 360 to 3110 per week.
AND
LOANS
AGENTS
Must be ready to commence work
INSURANCE
R. II- - E
At Lincoln
to the Result of Tomorrow's
at onre. Commissions liberal. Our $210 MOTOR cycle or horse and bugRepresentative of New York Life
traveling,
Lincoln
gy
In
1332.
men
our
organised
company
We
for
furnished
was
3
B. A. SLET8TKX
Fight at San Francisco.
Denver
besides $85 monthly and expenses,
ft Insurance Co.; The Fidelity &
are capitalized for 3200,000. Wa
and Henry
Wiasson
. Casuality Co. of New York.
Batteries:
taking orders for portraits.
Par
simply to show that wa
thla
state
Insurance, Real
Corbett and Zalucky.
tlculars free with beautiful reproare responsible and mean business.
Fire insurance placed in the best
111
PnbUe
pay
you
9. Joseph
you
write
to
Companies.
Sept.
duction of 16x20 oil painting. R.
It
do,
Franciaco,
If
San
America a
D. Martel, Dept. 476. Chicago.
Sales Manager, Merchants Publish.
Offlet 209 Hist Cold Avt.
St. Paul. I; Kansas (Jans and Battling Nelson In the third
At fit. Paul
Rooms IS and 14.
Ing Co., Kalamasoo, Mich. Dncloa
Ciiiul must l.kely thu last) act of thel
WANTED Ws want an agent in
Citv K.
Pbon 600
Albuqaerqua. N. It,
pugilistic Urania, "Who is th
this advertisement with your appll
every town or county to sell our
At Columbus Columbus. 2; Louis t..citing
Champ?"
will be the bi
Lightweight
cation.
Kerosene Mantle Gss Burners,
vllle. 3.
A. E. WALKER
tvectx:uhir production in Colfruth'
adaptable to most No. 3 or K collar
At Minneapolis Minneapolis,
mm
"(V
altornoon,
arena
street
this
Mission
FOUfiD
LOST
oil lamp, burns any grade kerosene.
ilk A 0.
tl
Hair Dresser and CUro adiaC
L'p to date nobody has been let in o
Itre Basnrnawav
Light, 100 candle power. Better and
it intannnnl'.s Indiannpolis. 3 Just
how thu affair Is going to win
Mrs. Bambini, at bar parlors op Secretary Mataal BailaUag
LOST While driving In Fourth ward cheaper than gas or electricity. LibToledo, 1.
commission, exclusive terri- posit th Alvarado and next door ta
ui. and despite the fact that in thby
croeral
morning,
wool,
white
Monday
' SIT West Central Av
second act Gans was conquered
tory. 609-6- 6
Fifth avenue. Chicago. Sturges' cafe, is prepared to give
cheted, sleeveless Jacket, trimmed
CAXT BE SEPARATED.
the. warrior from Denmark, there I
In pale blue. Finder please leave
A Traveling Man Received the Thanks thorough scalp treatment, do hair- Have no telling what the. result of the nior
Alhuniiemiie Peiilc
at Cltixen office. Reward.
dreaslng, treat corns, bunions and in
will
be.
duel
fiotic
KU1 of
of Every Passenger In the Car.
row's
Learned How to G
Tomorrow's show has the whole pu trouble him. "He'll be easier than
She gives mass
must tell you my experience ,n growing nails.
Both.
"I
world KUeasing. In hla trail) ever before," says the durable one. an east bound O. R. Sk N. R. R. train treatment and manicuring.
Mm.
sue
twl
shown
kidney
ache
has
ng
Gans
fight
and
Backache
for this
"and I don't think It will take me as from Pendleton to Le Grande, Ore." Bambini's own preparation of com
lnstea
improvement
that
wonderful
brothers.
long to lick him. One thing la dead writes Sam A. Garber, a well known
You can't separate them.
of being a 10 to 4 shot in the betting, certain he can't beat me In a thou- traveling man. "I was In the smoking plexlon cream builds up the skin and
And you can't get rid of the back as Nelson was before the last bout sand years."
department with some other traveling Improves the complexion, and
ache until you cure the kidney acn
he is practically holding his own
men when one of them went out into guaranteed not to be Injurious.
She
Bath camps are exceptionally
wen
are
siron
kidneys
and
of
spite
If the
Nl
the gambling market, in
of landing the long end of the the coach and came back and said, also prepares hair tonic that cure
sure
pretty
Is
system
rent
last
of
decisively
the
the
son's beating him so
purse. Gans has bet quite a chunk "There Is a woman sick unto death and prevents dandruff
and hair fall
to be In vigorous health.
Fourth of July.
on him.nelf and believes that being In the car.' I at once got up and went
pub
Doan's Kidney Pills make stron
For some reason or other the
out, found her very 111 with cramp Ing out; restores life to dead hair;
on
time
end
for
the
short
the
first
healthy kidneys.
lie is nursing an idea that Gans a js In six years will bring him a change colic, so bad in fact that I was almost removes moles, waru and superfluous
Mrs. Frank Ray of 316 Baca ave not himself when the Battler dwp'e
of luck. Nelson has likewise wagered afraid to take the risk; her hands and hair.
For any blemish of the face
Albuquerque, N. M., says: "Doan
of his so easily on Independence ,1
arms were drawn up so you could not call and consult Mrs. Bambini.
a goodly parcel of coin on himself.
Kinney Pills were first brought to my As a matter of fact Joe's lack
The lightweights will have 45 straighten them, and with a death like
attention about four years ago whll streiiuth and du-- h on that occasion
rounds in which to settle tomorrow's look on her face. Two or three ladles
living In Helena, Mont Mr. Ray had surely did make it appear as thoug
tangle. As bffore, they are to scale were working with her and giving her
been trouble! for some time with at- he had trained improperly or ha
133 pounds at the ringside. Referee whiskey. I went to my suit case and
and
back,
in
pains
his
severe
of
tacks
overdone it or something. It will
KtMle .Smith. Oakland sportsman and got my bottle of Chamberlain's Colic,
he used them with the most satisfacremembered that he did little or n sport writer, will be the officiating Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy (I
g
tory results. The good opinion he boxing in his training for that sera
never
It)'
to
travel
ran
without
the
A 330,000 house Is exman.
third
Kidney
Pills
of
Doan's
farmed
then
and not a fow attribute his defeat to
water tank, put a double dose of the
It b a very serious matter tc ask
haa strengthened with time as other the omission of the dally slugging pected.
medicine In the glass, poured some
lor one medicine and bava) fhe R
appeals maJe to them have always bees.
water Into It and stirred it with a
There Is mors Catarrh la this
wrong' one given you. For thla
brnueht relief and proved that they
A Paying Investment,
This time Joe haa boxed
ot the country than all other UisesM pencil; then I had quite a time to get
can be depended upon not only to re- Every
we urge you In baying
reason
elgi
put
and
taa
until
hag
through
torn
day
he
Uttber.
lul
Mr. John White, of M ITIgassnsT
ladles to let me give it to her, but
move backache but to give relief or ten rounds of brisk milling, beside rears was auppoavd to to tueuraei. w the
to bo careful to get the genuine
Ave., Uoulton. Maine, says:
s great many years doctors procouar' I succeeded. I could at once see the
from all rheumatic pains. We always going after hia other tasks like
it a loral disease and pussslbiS
I worked with her, rubbing
been troubled with a conga
tffect
and
a supply of Doan's Kid- young
mean to
by eonstaatly (aulas'
remedlM.
snd
he
ginger
and
The
bull.
life
her hands, and in twenty minutes I BLack-draugh- T
winter and spring.
Last alssss
ney Pills on hand to have in case of
cur with lecai treatmaat, prwaraaeas
tralnln
displayed
the
around
gave her another dose. Ry tha time
!
tried , many advertised remedies) tsatJ
ne'eJ, and whenever we hear one has
it Ineurabl. Meieso ha prova
ap
It
i
uwv
certainly
a
as
make
m
would
quarters
eontltullonal
we ere almost into Le Grande, where
lx
tne cough continued until I
complaining of any symptoms of kid- pear
Liver Medicine
trie, require
cotntltutHinai
that those who say Gans is ge Hall's
I was to leave the train. I gave the
a 10c bottle of Dr. King's Ntf
ney trouble advise the use of Doan's
C'atarrb Cur, msBuiactar
reliato
mistake
old,
fight
ting
reputation
are
cf
this
too old
, B bottle to the husband to be used In
The
oovery; before that was half gtsa anas
Co., Tolae.
J. (JBeney
Kidney Pills."
constipation,
enough
only
for
ur
oa
In
like
tn
about
constitutional
medicine,
ta
frisks
ble
sure
case another dose should be needei,
cough was all gone. This winter as
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 He
i
t.
taken
la
latraauy
old
on
is
firm,
it
trouble,
liver
and
sign
digestion
an
same happy result haa follow; s
Co., Buffalo. N. man who hai the Ind
drops to a tspctsfol
""' but by the time the train ran into La
cents. Foster-Mllbur- n
from
not
does
imitate
It
established.
ly
few doses once more banlehed ft
airectiy en in blood, sad asusooa sue Grande she was all right and I reY., sole asen's for the United States. "Kid" Time.
is
It
better
than
msJicines.
mm
ether
'jney
be
sjsisaa.
of
tb
ritrr
No one could make Bat Nelsos
ceived the thanks of every passenger
annual cough. I am now eoarrlasaaar
Kememher the name Doan's and
any
eaa
H
fall
for
Hundred
dollars
would
bo
fa.
it
or
not
the
others,
ver,
going
Is
that flans
39 lleve, howf
In Uie car." For sale by all druggists.
that Dr. King's New Discover ts Wm
cure. and for circulars and ssisw
take no other.
votite liver powder, with a larger
Th
pive him a tough time of it.
lais. Addrwaa:
oest or an cough ana lung renae
combined.
all
others
sale
than
L'HKNSJT
S
UO.,
TOIMO,
J
!U
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bubbling
over with ronfi
PCHK ICK CREAM.
Sold under cuarantea at all
FKK'S GOOD ICE C7RF.AM AND Dane,
by
Druggists.
Hold
76.
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TOWN
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not
will
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free.
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TAGS EI GUT.
night when the Utter attemoted to
rest him, Wfw, taken Into custody rt
the lumber mllle vesterdsv afternoon
y a member of the police force, and
Iverf a hearln
bafore Poliee J oil no
Experience
in the
Vast
raig at
o'clock hurt evening. Pa- Wlo was founl guilty of fighting and
Optical Profession
'iXiLJi
Isturblng the peace and f ned $16,
hlch he paid.
Assures you absolute comfort in ("3 lasses Umund and Fitted by us
The Irrigation Congress chorus will
BE66LR OPTICAL CO., EXCLUSIVE OPTICIANS
meet this evening in Convention hall
or rheaisal.
Members are earnest
110 South Second Street. Established 1H04 'J
ly requested to give these rehearsals
Lense Grinding Done on the Premises
their foremost attention for the time
short. They should al.o bear In
mind that this congress is an eoch
the history of Albuquerque, which
finite announcements very shortly. It may never occur again. The oppor- is promised
that this affair will unlty to manifest to the world what
eclipse all events of former seasons, Albuquerque
singers can and will do,
and that It will make a mark, hard hould appeal to and inspire every
to equal, as a society event.
Inner with seal to assist Individually
S
l A KA O
There will be a rehearsal of the
nd collectively, thereby demonstrat- Irrigation, congress chorus this evenng their pride In glorifying our beu- ing in Convention hall at 8 o'clock.
ful city and upholding the honor of
Insure In the Occidental Life.
John Stein, connected with the Har- A full attendance of the members Is the board of control In their prom
ise to make this chorus one of the
vey yystfin, Is lit the city on business. desired.
United States Marshal W. R leading features of the congress. All
Charle.t Mitchell of Las Cruets to
Forbes has returned to hla headquar-t- . Ingers In our city are cordially in
in the fcity for a few day on pervited and will be welcomed heartily.
i s here after an absence of a month
sonal business.
spent
his old home at Portage,
An old fashioned, way down east
If the butter doesn't suit you, try Wis, at
log rolling is taking place at Trac- Richelieu butler. Two shipments a
on park, where the Forestry build- Stated convocation of Ulo Grande
week. Hichelieu grocery.
Cnupter No. 4, It. A. M., Thursday ng Is being set up. cnaries Letter,
of North evening, September 10, at 8 o'clock,
Mrs. L. 11. Thompson
n experienced lumber man from the
F.iglith street left last evening for an All visiting companions welcome. By pine ridges of Michigan, is superln- extended visit with friends In Los An- order of the 11. P. Harry Uraan, eiuling the work ond the air is filled
geles.
secretary.
with the odor of pine bark and the
Mi.-tstraining pine timbers, as the
Nellie Urangle of St. Louis Is
Joseph Walsh of North Second olsp oflogs
and hoisted Into
heavy
are
In the city a guc-H- t at the home of her st
et left this morning for St. Mary's, position by a rolled
The
score of men.
aunt, Mrs. J. O. Brangle, of North Kan., where he will resume hia work
Hi Stun street.
will be 109 feet long and 50
in the classical department
at St. building
feet wile, and built with the sides
K.
Kuppe, president of the New Mary s academy.
pen except for the great uprights of
Mexico bourJ of pharmacy, ii ex
W. C. Kennedy of Pueblo,
pine logs. The rafters will be pine
pected home Friday from uu extend night marshal In Albuquerque,former
Is In logs with the bark on. The exhibits
ed trip east.
the city for a few days. Mr. Kennedy
Lumber company
f the American
Ortljs
Mrs. Tuny
and Mrs. William is now connected with the Santa Fe
Superior
Lumber company
nd
the
Wagoner left Tuesday evening for Ls with headquarters at Pueblo.
building. Tin
In
will
be
the
located
Angeles, where they will spend sevK. G. Abraham departed last
logs out of which the building Is be- eral weeks vixltlng.
ng constructed were brought here
for a trip through the southern
O. J. Kratmer and wife leave Satpart of this- territory and Texas. Mr. rom the Zuni mountains.
urday evening for Jst. Louis, Mo., A'uaham represents the Evans-Smit- h
J. A. Welnmann. proprietor of the
where they will spend a few weeks Drug company of Kansas City, Mo.
Golden Rule Dry Goods company,
relatives.
their
with
Kvv, Fletcher Cook, pastor of the who has Just returned from a busiJ. Mills Kendrlek, of the St. John's Episcopal church, left last ness trip to New York, said this
Episcopal diocese of New Mexico and evening for W iislow, Ariz., to con morning that he would bet any part
Arzotia, arrived in Albuq.uerq.ue yes- duct the funeral services of E. D, oi J 1,000 that Tatt would be elect- terday from anta Fe.
1 president of the United States. Mr.
Haney, alio died there Sunday after
Weinmans, said that New York was
C. P. Heaton of Uibson, sales agent noon.
or Tart and the east was for Taft
of the American Fuel company, spent
H. Mandell, a brother of Mike Man- yesterday in Albuquerque looking dell, left last even ng for his home nd that Bryan has no show outside
states
ft. r personal interests.
in New York, after a short visit with the absolutely solid Democratic
nd the majorities of the Peerless
Anaatacla Padillu left last evening relatives In this city. Mr. Mandill
will be badly cut In thoe
for Cub'-rand will remain several has recently returned from a trip to Leader
tates.
days overseeing work on hs large China and other Oriental countries.
The regular annual meeting of the
sheep ranch at that place.
The Albuquerque police department Ladles'
Aid society of the Presbyter- looking for the owner of a sorrel
Miss Vivi Grlsham left last evenheld at the resi
Ian
church
ing for Los Angeles and an extended pony and a buggy. The rig was found dence of Mrs.willF. be
L. Myers, 319 South
Tuesday
trip through other points in southern by
Officer HighbargaJn
Thursday
afternoon,
street,
morning et 8 o'clock on North High Third
California.
September 10. The election of ofMrs. D. D. Coverdalu wishes to an- street and taken to Trimble's livery ficers for the ensuing year will be
nounce her fall and winter millinery stable for safe keeping.
the principal business, after which
opening for Thursday. September 10.
"The Frontlerman's Bride" la the there will be a social hour and reMusic by orchestra.
title of the feature picture at the Co- freshments will be served All the
Harry Bohlman Cornell leaves Fri- lombo theater tonight and tomorrow ladies of the church and congregaday evening for Lexington, Va., where night. It Is on the same style as "The tion are urged to be present and a
he will take up the taw course at the Cowboy's Eaby" and promises to have cordial Invitation Is extended to all
a successful a run. It Is one of the ladies who desire to affllate with the
Washington arid Lee college.
Dr. Nacamull has returned from best pictures gotten out by the Edl Presbyterian church.
company.
That the Santa Fe officials expect
Europe and will be pleased to greet
George Hauser, the mining man, an unusually large crowd in aidu- his patients and friends at his offices
In the X. T. Armljo building.
has returned to the city from Cop querque during the Irrigation conperton, N. M., where he haa been do gress Is evident from the preparations
of Belen, passed
H. E. Davis,
assessment work on some pros being made for the storage of bag
through the city this morning en ing
pects
owns In
district. Mr, gage. Though the original oaggage
route to tils old home in Wisconsin Hauserhewas abjejnt that
from
the city two room of the local station was en
for a month's visit to relatives.
He says that some very larged lees than a year ago, extra
months.
reter Gloml and William Granneu- - promising strikes in both copper and storage space Is being prepared on
muocl left last evening for points In gold have been made In the Copper- - the court Just west of the depot large
enough to hold twice as much bagItaly, where they will visit relatives ton district recently.
gage as the depot room will hold.
and friends for the next six months.
Lorenzo Rodrlquez, who last night
the store this morn
Samuel Blair of South Third street sto'e a bicycle from In front of the ing.Upon opening
Jaffa, of the JatTa Gro
has returned to the city from a sev K co cafe on First street and tried to cery Walter
company, was greeted ny an
eral weeks' absence at Chicago, New sell It at the At cade saloon, also on
of burning wood and upon in
York and other eastern cities on busi First street, was sentenced to serve odor
the box in
sixty days In the county Jail by Judge vestlgatlon found that on
ness.
Are, The
morning. Rodrlquez was which bread Is kept was
Crclg
this
The committee In charge of ar arrested shortly after the theft by blaze was extinguished with a loss of
rangements for the Montezuma ball to Officer O'Grady. He pleaded guilty $200, which Is covered by Insurance
be held Friday evening, October 9th, when brought Into court.
Mamn White, who was an employe
y
has held several meetings. The com
of the Atlantic & Pacinc Haiiw-aC. O. Padlllo, the man who struck company In this city eleven years ago
mittee Is getting matters well In
hand, and will be able to make de Officer Cooper with a stone Monday is in the city shaking hands with
old fr.ends Mr. White is wun me
It. F. & T. railroad at Richmond,
Va., and still single.
A regular meeting of the Elks will
he held in lodge rooms tonight at s
Visiting brothers cordially
o'clock.
Invited. Hoy McDonald, secretary.
Just received a large shipment. Haven't room for them,
Ruth E. Millett, who has spent
two months on a trip through
and are making special low prices this week to move them
Pacific coast states and the nortn-wes- t.
has returned home.
Central Ave.
It has been suggested that the Al
Albuquerque- buquerque Commercial club be decoghts the same as other
rated with
large buildings In the city.
There will be a meeting of the officers anl directors of the Young
Men's Republican club tomorrow eve
ning.
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DO YOUR EYES TROUBLE TOUT

fljSSSl

BOYS' SHOES!
it

Hoys will be boys asd
quite a problem to

is

Built on lasts that are natural,
neat and trim
If you ran not come yourself
send your boy. We will fit
him properly.

$1,15

to

ij

1

!j 2,00

3

V to

2',

2

to

5

j

Miss

ILmtis)
,

203 South Second

Millinery Opening Saturday,

September 12, 1908:
Afternoon and Evening

THIS GIRL
has a chance to be clean.

HAS YOURS ?
Let us Figure on Putting

in

That

Plumbing Work.

J.
115-11-

00.

BELL

L

S. FIRST STREET

7

Whitney Company

WholesaleHardware
Stoves, TiBa;e, Enameled Ironware, Iron Pipe, Pumps, Valves,
fittings, BeL..g, Mine and Mill Supplies, etc.
WAGONS.

NPLEM

NTS

AND

MACHINERY

FARM

MAIL OROCRS &OWZITCO - ALBUQUERQUC, N.

WI DATTFDSON
irl Ltv3Ull
I I

boarding

L,VERY AND
311-31-

.

stBU

Watt Sllvar Avow
Albuquarqua, N. U.

3

r,

SAM PECK'S NOBBY SUITS
AUK KKCI.IVING THK
new fall and winter suits
These
for boys and young men
will please your boy, having fancy
Trousers with
cuffs on sleeves
with wide turned up bottoms
Vest with white edging and all the
natty fixings uch as patch pockets
and long lapels.

STEWARD-LAM-

Long Pant Suits,
School Suits. Well
Made,
School Suits, Long
Pants, -

THE, UBSEST STOCK

THEBEST

J 5.00

to 5

7.50

12,50 to

18.00

3 00 to

4.00

Second

That her apartments at 212 South
Second Street are now opened
and she is displaying an elegant
line of street hats for
U:Ithe inspection of her patrons.

M

tii
If

Ik
.

H. COX, The

Plumber

PLUMBING, HEATING, GAS AND STEAM FITTING
8.00

BMS

to

119 W.

guaranteed the most durable.
Clitmx Garden
Latent things in Knamel Bathroom Fixtures. . . .
H-s-

10.00

Cold

401 West Central Ave.

Phone 1020

SEEJHEM-

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
122 S.

mm nr(
S

i
5

For'FirstlJClass Work and Prompt Delivery
.....CALL.

HUt BS LAUNDRY
VHITE

CJOOOCXuCXXJOUOUU

WAGONS

io'r your wear, the most perfect
clothes made.
We show you just for example
one of the new twobutton styles;
a very snappy, stylish suit.
In addition ti a great lino of
fancy weaves and colors we want
you to have one of our fine black
suits for
dressier-than-busines-

GO.

$22.50 to $32.50

mi Jul

We'll show you all sorts of
good things to wear besides
clothes; shirts, neckwear,
hats and all the rest.

SIMON STERN
J

The Central Avenue
lr Hut

CopvrUht 190

Clothier

Schaftner It Marx

444M

Genuine American Block
B. H. Briggs & Co.
$6 50 per Ton
Handscreentd Cerri ios Lump
$6.50 per ten
PHARMACY
Quality ana Qutotlry Cuaraataatt ALVARADO

DRUGGISTS

woe

Corner Gold Ave. and 1st St.

HIGHLAND PHARMACY

I'Kl.tLl'HU.Nfc.

W. H. KAHN & CQ.

Occidental Building

Bring Us Your Prescription

"FOR CASH 0.LYM

THIRD STREET

Meat Market
Kinds of Fresh and Salt Me
Steam Sausage factory.
EMIL KLK1XWOKT
afasoolo Building. North Third
111

Finest Ice Cream
and Coldest Soda
in the City

Vann Drug Co
SKINNER'S
GROCERY
CAN YOU IMPROVE ITT
We have tried, are trying, to Improve the quality of our bread and
rolls not that we are aahamed of it
but that we want to make It ercn
better than It Is. That's why Wm as
rood aa It la. When It'a better II
ever It can be It won't be higher la
price and you will set the benefit.

Pioneer Bakery,

250
SWEET OOUN, d
MAIDEN BLUSH APPLES,
2 Ho
lb.
40
WINES AP APPLES, lb
PEARS, 10 lbs. or more, lb.. So
1)40
WATERMELONS, lb
CANTALOUPES,
20c and 25o
dozen

207 South First St.
CHAMPION

THE

EROCT

CO.

Mmtfucel Bros., Proprietor
Grocery and Meat Market.Staile an i Fanoy

SKINNER'S

205 South First Street

Groceries

Saturday Spool! Spring Chlchtn
TJerm: Phono SI
iSZ-saWo-

ot

Engage Simon Garcla's

YEARS ACQ TOOAY

six score and twelve years ago to
day this great nation was f rst culled
the United Statea oi America. mm
( ii .what has occurred la two life
From 13 sparsely settled bor s,
time
der statea to 4 3 mighty commoii-wealtiiand two more lambasting
admis- Uncle Sam's front......door - cfor
.
t
s on. nom a popuiai on oi mice mu- As to malion to over 5 million.
terial development, space U too short
Yet we
even to draw a comparison.
grow and grow and who knows whit
another century will bring forth: way
We are trying in our humble
to keep pace with this great development. We are bu ld:ng up each Una
that we carry to be a "topnotcher."
We do not intend to feebly imitate a
department store and carry a lino of
everything: but try to have a Good
Book Store. If you are a reader, you
should aee our stock of books; not
only the most complete assortment in
Albuquerque,
but prices are right.
Just as cheap as you will buy them In
the eastern cities. We carry the most
complete assortment of Post Cards In
the town. We also have an excellent
assortment of Post Card Albums, and
are adding to the present assortment.
No one need be disappointed In our
stock of Stationery. We have an assortment to suit everybody.
STRONG'S BOOK STORE.
Phone 1104.
Next Poor to the P. O,
I

v

Our shirt and collar work Is perfect. Our "DOMESTIC FIXISU la
the proper thing. We lead other
follow.

IMPERIAL LACXPRY CO.

s

use.

Standard

B

ANNOUNCES

1MV.

-

tf I

I

Th?Srd EVER1TT
MADAM

EVERY FAI1RIC in way the
done
a
to
keep the pood style looking rijrhtj
you'll find these clothes the best
all-wo-

CHAFING DISHES

132

Knee Pant Suits,

wear,

Hi.-ho-

announces her formal

r

Are the BEST ever
offered for men to

s

$1.50 ta 2.50

St 25 to 2.25

Marx Clothes

&

KAPH

hold.

8

Hart Schaffner

&

PERSONAL,

shoe

them.
We have the footwenr that
stands the racket, with plenty of style and comfort
thrown in: made of wekr defying leather with good,
strong soles and stitched to

sw&4J

0ur

Express Wagon
for City and Country Trips
Stand at Cor. Central Ave.

&

2d M

BEST SHOES IN TOWN
FOR THE MONEY

pairing Our Specialty
P. 1U")MATT UCCI
N.

l,t. Street

Itlo Gran. le Valley

land tin.

JOHN BORKADA1LE
Real Estate and IntMmmU
Colleect ItfiiU of City Realty
OffUw, Cunier Third auu Uold
S45

AlmMiurrqiMi, K. k

Plumbing and
Heating Co.
412 West Central Ave.
PHONE

61

Don't Forget The
ALBUQUERQUE

FLAKING

MILL

MILL IN THE OITT.
THE OLB-ESWhen In nerd of rath, door, fnuna,
etc Screen work a ttpeoialty. 4M
South tint street. Telepliuiie 41.

Highland Livery
U AM BROOK BROS.

m John

Phone 698.

turnout!.

aU

Beat drtrara
Tliuro la a reason why I sell on in the city. IToprletora
of "Sadie,"
credit for lee titan oiIh'ih w.-- for
1 have no rent or other liigti the plclno wagon.
t'usli.
to pay. Therefore I ?cll
expendiolhiii, dry good4, carpets, ruga and "THORNTON
garment
everything; In ready-to-weIHE GLEANER
for men, women and children at $1.00
W,
CenBIO
Malittrum,
K.
week.
Iter
tral.
o
Cleans any and everything and does
It right. Th beat in the southwest.
For the txwt work oo atiln watt- -.
All he ak U a trial. Clothe cleaned,
natroiiUe llubba laundry Cat.
repaired and presawd. Juat ceil BB
AND 10. Works,
FEE'S GOOD ICE ritKAM
77 8. Watte
SODV WALTON h
CE CHKAM
400 Watt Railraad Awaoaa
UfG STORE.
rp-to-da- te

-

ar

